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0.1 Notes on these Notes

This book is based on Csaba Szabo's number theory lectures from the Spring
of 2005. It will be the basis for my senior thesis that will be completed by
May 2006. I know people often complain about math books, that they are
poorly written, or missing something important, or hard to understand, or
boring, or that the jokes are awful or that math books shouldn't have jokes.
If you have any or all of these problems with this book and a suggestion for
improvement email me at byerleco@whitman.edu or pass the comment along
to Csaba. I'm sure neither of us would want another semester of BSMers to
su�er through a bad textbook for Number Theory.

When talking to Csaba in one of our preliminary meetings, I said some-
thing to the e�ect of �my book will never be as good as the text you already
have for the class because professional mathematicians with Ph D's wrote the
other one.� He responded, �If your book isn't going to be better, what is the
point of writing it?� Clearly, these notes are not as professional or complete
as a published work, but there are a few reasons that Csaba felt that writ-
ing this was a valuable addition to his course. Obviously it will be helpful to
have a book which covers things in roughly the same order and manner as the
professor but more rigourously and completely than what he is able to write
on the chalkboard. More mathematically, these notes are useful because they
emphasize a few ideas di�erently than the texts available to teach Number
Theory. For example Csaba prefers using the idea of distinguished common
divisor instead of the greatest common divisor. We spend more time focusing
on the di�erence between prime and irreducible and give ideas about why the
distinction is important. Even though it is initially hard to grasp why this
distinction is so important since prime and irreducible are equivalent ideas in
the integers, Chapter 5 gives a historical example to explain the signi�cance.
Euler made a fundamental error in his proof of the case n = 3 of Fermat's
Last Theorem because of confusion over these ideas. In addition to a slightly
di�erent focus in these two areas, Csaba has spent a number of years teaching
number theory and has very clear reasons for his organization and selection
of materials for the course. These notes re�ect that as they were written in
the order of the lectures. The primary people who helped me with this book
were Csaba Szabo in Budapest, Laura Schueller at Whitman and Don for
installing Latex on my laptop.
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0.2 Introduction

Number Theory is simply the study of integers. Number Theory has been
studied for longer than topics such as Modern Algebra and Calculus because
so many of its proofs are elementary and were accesible to earlier mathe-
maticians. Some of the proofs you will read in this book were understood
by Euclid in the 3rd century B.C. For example the Euclidean Algorithm is
named for him, and he had a simple proof of the in�nitude of primes. Even
though the study of Number Theory is quite old there are still recently solved
and unsolved problems. For example Andrew Wiles recently proved Fermat's
Last Theorem which Fermat conjectured in 1637. There are other problems
still unsolved. For example, no one knows if there are in�nitely many twin
primes: prime numbers that are only two apart like 5 and 7. Goldbach
conjectured that that every even number can be written as the sum of two
primes but it still hasn't been proven. Some really exciting things have been
proven, however, such as the Prime Number Theorem. Let π(x) be a prime
counting function that counts all prime numbers less than x. At the end of
the 19th century, J. Hadamord proved that

lim
x→∞

π(x) =
x

ln(x
.

There are a number of creative and elegant proofs accessible in the �rst
semester of Number Theory just waiting to be learned. The following is a
basic outline of topics without delving into their exciting applications.

In the �rst chapter you will learn basic ideas about divisibility, greatest
common divisors and the Euclidean Algorithm. In the second chapter, we
introduce prime numbers. The third chapter introduces congruences and
modular arithmetic and shows how they can be powerful computational tools.
The fourth chapter introduces the concept of order. The �fth and sixth
chapters are not part of Csaba's course but were added as part of my senior
project. They examine a few cases of Fermat's Last Theorem using many of
the ideas learned in the course. Applying number theory to special cases of
Fermat's Last Theorem is an interesting way to practice many fundamental
concepts in number theory.
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Chapter 1

The Basics

1.1 Divisibility

The concept of divisibility is widely used in number theory. Everyone has
an intuitive sense about divisibility because the basic ideas appear when
dividing integers. However, formalizing the de�nition of divisible is crucial
to writing proofs.

De�nition 1.1.1. Divisibility Given two integers a and b, we say a divides
b if and only if there exists an integer c such that b = ac. In symbols we write,
a | b if and only if there exists an integer c such that ac = b.

We will give special consideration when a or b equal zero. Zero does not
divide any integer other than itself. This follows from the de�nition because
0 · c 6= b unless b = 0. Every non-zero integer divides zero since a · 0 = 0 for
any value of a.

There are a number of basic theorems that follow from the de�nition of
divisibility.

Theorem 1.1.2. Divisibility Properties

1. If a | b then a | bc for any integer c.

2. If a | b and b | c then a | c.

3. If a | b and a | c then a | (bx+ cy) for any integers x and y.

4. If a | b then |a| ≤ |b|.

5



6 CHAPTER 1. THE BASICS

5. If a | b and b | a then a = ±b.

6. If m 6= 0, then a | b if and only if ma | mb.
Each of these statements can be proven using the de�nition of divisibility.

Try to �gure out the proofs yourself and then check them below.

1. Assume that a | b. By the de�nition of divisibility, there exists an
integer k such that b = ak. Multiply both sides by c to get bc = akc.
Since both k and c are integers kc is an integer, call it k′ Thus a | bc
because we found an integer k′ such that bc = ak′.

2. Assume that a | b and b | c.
By de�nition there exists integers k1 and k2 such that b = ak1 and
c = bk2. Substitute the value ak1 for b in the second equation to get
c = ak1k2. Let k3 = k1k2 and note that k3 is an integer. Thus c = ak3,
and by de�nition a | c.

3. Assume that a | b and a | c. By Divisibility Property 1, we know that
a | bx and a | cy for any integers x and y. By de�nition bx = ak1

and cy = ak2 for some k1, k2.. We can add these two equations to get
bx + cy = ak1 + ak2. Factoring we get bx + cy = a(k1 + k2). It's easy
to see that k1 + k2 is an integer, so a | bx+ cy follows by the de�nition
of divisibility.

4. Assume that a | b.
By de�nition b = ac for some integer c not zero. The absolute value of
all integers is greater than or equal to 1 so if we are multiplying a by
something at least 1 then b must be greater than or equal to a.

5. Assume a | b. The de�nition of divisibility implies b = ax for some
integer x. Also assume b | a, which implies a = by for some integer y.
Substitute by for a to arrive at the equation b = byx. It follows that
xy = 1 or x = ±1 and y = ±1. Hence, a = ±b.

6. Assume a | b. This implies that b = ax for some integer x. Algebraic
manipulation tells us as long as m 6= 0, b = ax is true if and only
if mb = max. The de�nition of divisibility tells us ma = max is
equivalent to ma | mb.

Although these proofs are fairly simple, they provide good practice for
using the de�nition of divisiblity.
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1.2 The Division Algorithm

The Division Algorithm is the formalization of a concept that already makes
intuitive sense to those familiar with long division. If we divide any integer
into another one, we always �nd a unique quotient and remainder. In grade
school life was simple; there was always just one answer to our math assign-
ments. Although the result seems obvious because we have known it since
grade school, the ideas in the proof are important and will appear again.

Theorem 1.2.1. Division Algorithm
For any integers a and b with b 6= 0 there exists values q and r such that

a = bq + r and |r| ≤ |b|

Proof. Assume that a > b ≥ 0. If a = 0 then q and r must be zero. Examine
the sequence of decreasing integers given by

a− b, a− 2b, · · · a− kb.

The well ordering principal tell us that this set must have a least positive
element. Subtract multiples of b from a until the value of a− kb is between
0 and b. If 0 < a− kb and b < a− kb then we can consider 0 < a− (k + 1)b.
This new value is greater than 0 and hopefully smaller than b. If not, we
can continue the process until 0 < a − kb < b. There is only one value
of a − kb between 0 and b and it is equal to our remainder r. Therefore,
r = min{a − kb|k ∈ Z} where 0 ≤ r < b. We can see that our value of k is
unique and corresponds to our quotient q. Using this method we can always
�nd q and r.

You may have noticed that the Division Algorithm is true for all integers
but that we have only proved it when a and b are positive. A very similar
proof works when we have negative values, If a = bq + r then −a = b(−q) +
(−r). Changing the signs does not matter.

1.3 The Euclidean Algorithm

In this section we will de�ne an algorithm that is the basis for many ideas
in number theory. It is closely related to a concept that everyone who paid
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even a little bit of attention in middle school should know, namely, the great-
est common divisor. Before looking at the algorithm that �nds the greatest
common divisor, we will revise our familiar de�nition of it so that we can
consider it in a more sophisticated manner. This is a common de�nition
in Algebra and Number Theory Books for the greatest common divisor but
usually they require that d > 0. Csaba prefers to call it the distinguished
common divisor so that it makes since in types of numbers where you cannot
order elements from least to greatest.

De�nition 1.3.1. Distinguished Common Divisor a.k.a GCD
A distinguished common divisor of two numbers a and b is d if it satis�es

the following two conditions.
First d | a and d | b. And second, if c | a and c | b then c | d.

These two conditions say that the distinguished common divisor must
divide both a and b and if there is any other number, c that divides both a
and b it must also divide the distinguished common divisor.

Theorem 1.3.2. The distinguished common divisor is unique up to sign.

Proof. Assume d1 and d2 are both distinguished common divisors. All divi-
sors of a number divide the distinguished common divisor so

d1 | d2 and d2 | d1.

By Divisibility Property 5 we know this implies that d1 = ±d2. Hence the
greatest common divisor is unique up to sign.

Note that in the positive integers this translates directly to the idea of
greatest. When working with integers we will generally consider the positive
distinguished common divisor. If all of the other divisors of two numbers
divide d, it must be the greatest one. We purposefully avoid using the idea
of greatest so that we can extend the de�nition to polynomials and complex
numbers where greatest does not make sense. Now we will de�ne the dis-
tinguished common divisor in terms of the Euclidean Algorithm. Because of
the Division Algorithm, if we divide b into a we �nd a unique quotient and
remainder. If we divide the remainder, r1, of this division into b, we again
�nd a unique quotient and remainder.This process is illustrated below.
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a = bq1 + r1
b = r1q2 + r2
r1 = r2q3 + r3
...

...
rk−3 = rk−2qk−1 + rk−1

rk−2 = rk−1qk + rk
rk−1 = rkqk+1 + 0

We eventually �nd a remainder of zero because our remainders are a
descending sequence of non-negative integers. Note that |ri+1| < |ri|. A
distinguished common divisor corresponds to the last remainder rk in the
Euclidean Algorithm. In the integers the positive distinguished common
divisor corresponds exactly to the familiar greatest common divisor. At �rst
glance you may wonder why we are making the de�nition of the greatest
common divisor so complicated and giving it a new name when the de�nition
we already know is so simple. When considering the integers the extra work
seems unnecessary, but this extra rigor gives us the possibility of extending
our ideas to other types of numbers or mathematical objects. Those familiar
with algebra would call these objects rings. For example this new de�nition of
the distinguished common divisor makes sense when a and b are polynomials
or complex numbers. However, we can not logically talk about a �greatest
polynomial� or �greatest complex number.�

Theorem 1.3.3. The last non-zero remainder, rk, in the Euclidean algo-
rithm starting with the numbers a and b is a distinguished common divisor
of a and b.

Proof. To prove that rk is a divisor we �rst show that rk | a and rk | b.
To show that rk is a distinguished divisor we must show c | a and c | b
implies c | rk. Our proof begins with the fact that rk−1 = rkqk+1 + 0. By the
de�nition of divisibility we see that rk | rk−1. Divisibility Property 1 tells us
that rk | rk−1 implies rk | qkrk−1.

If we know that rk | rk and rk | qkrk−1 then Divisibility Property 3 tells
us that rk divides the sum. Hence

rk | rk−1qk + rk = rk−2.

We've shown that rk | rk−2.
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By the same logic, if we know that rk | rk−1 and rk | rk−2 then we can
show that rk | rk−3. By continuing this process up the Euclidean Algorithm
we see that rk | a and rk | b. Now that we have proved that rk is a common
divisor, we must prove that it is distinguished. To do this we prove that any
number that divides a and b also divides rk. Assume c | a and c | b. Since
c | b,we know c | bq1.

Because we know that c | a and c | bq1, it must also divide the di�er-
ence, therefore, c | a − bq1. This di�erence however is the same as our �rst
remainder since, a− bq1 = r1. Repeating the process we see that

c | r1 and c | b⇒ c | b− r1q2 = r2

By continuing this process until we reach the end of the Euclidean Algorithm
we see that c | rk.

Every divisor of both a and b divides the distinguished common divisor.
Since we are dealing with integers at this point it is valid to use the term
greatest. To avoid confusion we will refer to the distinguished common divisor
as the greatest common divisor when discussing integers.

1.4 Greatest Common Divisor

Now that we have de�ned the greatest common divisor in terms of the Eu-
clidean Algorithm, we will state and prove a few of its important properties.
In number theory a greatest common divisor of a and b is denoted by (a, b),
or if greater clari�cation is needed by gcd(a, b).

Theorem 1.4.1. GCD is a Linear Combination

If g is a greatest common divisor of a and b, then there exist integers x
and y such that g = (a, b) = ax + by. Furthermore anything of the form
ax+ by where x and y are integers is divisible by any g.

Proof. The proof of the existence of appropriate x and y is a direct extension
of the Euclidean Algorithm. We use the Euclidean Algorithm to �nd a unique
remainder when dividing b into a as shown in the following equations:
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a = bq1 + r1

b = r1q2 + r2

r1 = r2q3 + r3
...

rk−1 = rkqk+1 + 0.

We are now trying to write rk as a linear combination of a and b. By
applying simple algebra to the equations from the Euclidean Algorithm we
see that

r1 = a− bq1
r2 = b− r1q2

We can replace r1 in the expression for r2 so that r2 is written as a linear
combination of a and b. This gives

r2 = b− (a− bq1)q2

or equivalently
r2 = b(q1 + 1) + a(−q2).

By continuing this process of substitution, we arrive at an expression for rk
that is a linear combination of a and b. Thus there exists integers x and y
such that rk = (a, b) = ax+ by.

Now that we have shown that there exist integers x and y such that
(a, b) = ax + by, we will show that (a, b) divides ax + by for all values of x
and y. By the de�nition of a greatest common divisor we know that (a, b) | a
and (a, b) | b. Divisibility Property 3 tells us that given any x,y integers,

(a, b) | ax+ by.

We can also say that ax+ by is equal to a multiple of a greatest common
divisor. This follows because we can write

z(a, b) = z(ax0 + by0) = a(zx0) + b(zy0).
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If we translate these ideas back to the common man's de�nition of greatest
common divisor, we say that the greatest common divisor is the smallest
positive value of ax + by as x and y range over all of the integers. The
advantage to de�ning it the other way is that we use only the notion of
divides which can easily be extended to number systems where the idea of
�smallest� doesn't make sense.

The greatest common divisor has a number of other properties that are
often useful in proofs.

Theorem 1.4.2. Properties of the GCD
For all integers m, a and b,

1. (ma,mb) = m(a, b),

2. (a, b) = (a, a+ b).

To prove that two quantities are equal up to sign it su�ces to show that
each side divides the other. This is essentially Divisibility Property 5.

Proof. Property 1
First we show that (ma,mb) | m(a, b), and then we show that m(a, b) |

(ma,mb). Because we can write the greatest common divisor as a linear
combination there exists integers x1 and y1 such that

(a, b) = ax1 + by1.

Because of Theorem 1.4.1 we know that

(ma,mb) | (ma)x+ (mb)y

for all integers x and y.
In particular (ma,mb) | m(ax1 + by1). Thus (ma,mb) | m(a, b). We will

now do the proof in the other direction. Note that

m(a, b) | ma and m(a, b) | mb.

If you have any doubts resort to the de�nitions of greatest common divisor
and divisibility. If a number divides ma and mb it must also divide the
greatest common divisor. Therefore

m(a, b) | (ma,mb).
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By putting both halves of the proof together we conclude that (ma,mb) =
m(a, b).

Property 2
First we show that (a, b) | (a, a + b). Because of the de�nition of the

greatest common divisor we know that (a, b) | a and (a, b) | b. This implies
that (a, b) | a+ b. The de�nition of the greatest common divisor tells us that
(a, b) | (a, a+ b).

Now we will prove that (a, a+ b) | (a, b). By the de�nition of the greatest
common divisor we see that

(a, a+ b) | a and (a, a+ b) | a+ b.

If something divides two numbers it divides the di�erence.This gives

(a, a+ b) | a+ b− a

which simpli�es to

(a, a+ b) | b.

Since (a, a + b) divides a and b by the de�nition of the greatest common
divisor we know that

(a, a+ b) | (a, b).

Note that we could continue the process to prove that (a, b) = (a, a+b) =
(a, a + a + b) = (a, a + kb). It is also �ne if k is negative because we could
prove that (a, b) = (a, a− b) using the same steps.

1.4.1 Least Common Multiple

The least common multiple is an idea closely related to the greatest common
divisor. In school people often learn that the least common multiple of inte-
gers a and b is the smallest number that they both divide. The least common
multiple, c, of a and b is denoted c = [a, b]. Just as with the greatest common
divisor we can use the idea of divisibility to provide another de�nition.

De�nition 1.4.3. Least Common Multiple If c = [a, b], then for any
integer d, a | d and b | d implies c | d.
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1.5 Relatively Prime

In everyday terms we say two numbers are relatively prime if they have no
divisors in common. All prime numbers must be relatively prime to each
other and composite numbers are relatively prime if their prime factoriza-
tion's have nothing in common. Although everyone is already familiar with
the ideas of primes and factorization we will de�ne relatively prime using only
the ideas that have already been presented. In the language of the greatest
common divisor we say that a and b are relatively prime if and only if their
greatest common divisor is one. We will state two new theorems using the
idea of relatively prime.

Theorem 1.5.1. Relatively Prime If (a,m) = 1 and (b,m) = 1, then
(ab,m) = 1.

Proof. To prove this we use the fact that the greatest common divisor can
be written as a linear combination.There exist integers x1, y1, x2 and y2 such
that

1 = ax1 +my1

1 = bx2 +my2.

Multiplying the two equations together we get

1 = abx1x2 + ax1my2 + bx2my1 +my1my2.

We factor out a m to get

1 = ab(x1x2) +m(ax1y2 + bx2y1 +my1y2).

We have shown that a linear combination of ab and m is equal to 1.
The numbers x1x2 and ax1y2+bx2y1+my1y2 are just two random integers

so by Theorem 1.4.1 we know that

(m, ab) | ab(x1x2) +m(ax1y2 + bx2y1 +my1y2.

Thus (m, ab) | 1. Since (m, ab) is an integer, if it divides 1 then it must
be equal to 1.
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If we are just dealing with the integers, we can note that the g.c.d is the
smallest possible linear combination of ab and m. If we show that a linear
combination is equal to 1, it must be the smallest since 1 is the smallest
positive integer. You'd be surprised how helpful that statement can be!

Theorem 1.5.2. If a | bc and (a, b) = 1 then a | c.

In more colloquial language this says that if a and b have no factors in
common, then if a divides bc,then it must divide c.

Proof. Because a and b are relatively prime we know that there exist integers
x and y such that 1 = ax + by. Multiplying both sides of the equation by
c we get c = cax + cby. It's clear that a | cax and we know that a | cby by
assumption so we see that a | cax+ cby and thus a | c.
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Chapter 2

Prime Numbers

Prime numbers are so exciting because they are the building blocks of every
number and are the focus of many exciting conjectures and theorems in
number theory. Also there are a number of people who delight in �nding big
primes or cool primes such as......

If you asked a man on the street to de�ne a prime number, he might give
you a number of de�nitions that more or less were correct. In number theory,
however, we will use the following de�nition of prime.

De�nition 2.0.3. Prime Number p is prime if and only if
p | ab⇒ p | a or p | b

This de�nition should make intuitive sense to you. If a prime number
divides 15 it must either divide 5 or 3. If the a prime divides a number it is
equal to one of its prime factors.

2.1 Irreducible vs. Prime

In this section we will discuss the similarities and di�erences between irre-
ducible and prime numbers. Over the integers the two ideas are equivalent.
Two idea are equivalent if they imply each other. In this case, knowing a
number is prime implies it is irreducible and if we know it is irreducible it
implies it is prime. In other sets, such as the even integers, the de�nitions
are not equivalent and we can �nd prime numbers that are not irreducible.

De�nition 2.1.1. Irreducible We say that f is irreducible if a | f implies
a = ±1 or ±f

17
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We could also say that f is irreducible if f = ab implies a or b = ±1.
Even though this seems similar to our earlier de�nition of prime, the following
examples will illustrate the di�erence.

Example Consider the even integers, denoted 2Z. Over the even num-
bers, 2 is irreducible because a | 2 ⇒ a = ±2 or a = ±1. Over the evens,
6 is also irreducible because even though 6 = 2 ∗ 3 we have not reduced our
number because 3 6∈ 2Z. In fact 2 does not divide 6 because there does not
exist x ∈ 2Z such that 2x = 6.

We can extend this idea to prove that 2 times any odd number is irre-
ducible over 2Z. If x is reducible, then x = ab where a, b ∈ 2Z. Since a and b
are even we can write them in the form a = 2a′ and b = 2b′. Thus x = 4a′b′

and is therefore divisible by 4. Since x = 2 ∗ odd and odd numbers have no
factors of 2 we know x cannot be divisible by 22. Thus a and b cannot both
be even numbers.

Over the even integers prime numbers also behave di�erently. For exam-
ple the number 10 is prime because it can not be written as the product of
two even numbers. Over the evens 2, 6, 10, 14 · · · are prime while the num-
bers 4, 8, 12 · · · are composite. Note that 2 - 2 because 1 6∈ 2Z. Also over the
even integers factorization is not unique. For example 60 = 2 ∗ 30 = 6 ∗ 10.

Even though the distinction between irreducibility and prime is a bit
counterintuitive in the even integers, it will seem more familiar when we
consider all integers.

Theorem 2.1.2. Irreducible vs. Prime Over the integers a number is
irreducible if and only if it is prime.

Proof Assume that p is prime with p = ab. By the de�nition of divisibility
we see that a | p and by the de�nition of prime we see that p | a or p | b. If
p | a then a = ±p and b = ±1. If p | b then using the same logic p = ±b and
a = ±1. This is the de�nition of irreducible. Now for the other way.

Assume that f is irreducible. Suppose f | ab. Note that

(f, a) = f if f | a

If f - a then a = ±1 since f is irreducible. Thus (f, a) = 1. By the Euclidean
Algorithm

1 = fx+ ay
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Multiplying by b we get
b = fbx+ bay

It is obvious that
f | fb

and by assumption
f | ba

These two statements imply that

f | b

We have shown that if f | ab then f | a or f | b, so f must be prime.
Now we will use the de�nition of prime to prove another theorem.

Theorem 2.1.3. Prime Divisor p | a1a2 · · · an ⇒ ∃i such that p | ai

Proof p | a1(a2 · · · an) implies p | a1 or p | a2 · · · an. If p | a1 then i = 1
and we are done. If not, then p | a2(a3 · · · an). Thus p | a2 or p | a3 · · · an.
By continuing this process we will �nd i such that p | ai.

2.2 Norms

We have already considered the concept of primes and irreducibility over
Z and 2Z. Now we will introduce a new class of numbers that behaves
di�erently when factored. It is represented by a+ b

√
x where a, b, x ∈ Z. In

these numbers we de�ne the concept of a norm as N(a + b
√
x) = a2 + xb2.

De�ning the norm is useful to our consideration of prime numbers because
of the following two properties.

Theorem 2.2.1. Properties of the Norm

1. If a | b then N(a) | N(b)

2. N(a+ b
√
x)N(c+ d

√
y) = N((a+ b

√
x)(c+ d

√
y))

These properties are easy to check if you cannot recall them from the
complex numbers. We will use these two ideas to factor 6 over the class of
numbers represented by a+ b

√
−5. We factor 6 in two ways

6 = 2 ∗ 3 = (1 +
√
−5)(1−

√
−5)
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Now we will check to see if 6 is prime in the ring a+ b
√
−5. We know that

(1 +
√
−5) | 2 ∗ 3

Using the de�nition of the norm we calculate

N(1 +
√
−5) = 12 + 5 = 6

and also calculate
N(2) = 4 and N(3) = 9

It is easy to see that
6 - 4 and 6 - 9

Since
N(1 +

√
−5) - N(2) or N(3)

property 1. of Theorem 2.2.1 tells us that

1 +
√
−5 - 2 and 1 +

√
−5 - 3

We have proven that 6 is not prime. It is, however, irreducible over a+b
√
−5.

To prove irreducibility we must show that if 6 = xy then x or y = ±1 Let

1 +
√

5 = S1S2

Take the norm of both sides to get

N(1 +
√
−5) = N(S1)N(S2)

Thus
6 = N(S1)N(S2)

Note that the norm of any number is always a positive integer. Thus the
possibilities for N(S1) are 1, 2, 3 and 6. By checking each of these possibilities
we see that N(S1) = ±1, 6. Assume that N(S1) = a2 + 5b2 = 2. We see that
b must equal 0 forcing a2 = 2. There are no integers satisfying this equation
so N(S1) 6= 2. By the same logic a2 +5b2 = 3 has no solutions. Again b must
equal 0 and we must �nd an integer such that a2 = 3. Thus N(S1) 6= 3. If
we let a = ±1 and b = ±1, N(S1) = 12 + 12 ∗ 5 = 6.

N(S1) = 6⇒ N(S2) = 1

Thus if 6 = N(S1)N(S2), N(S1) or N(S2) must equal ±1. Thus 1 +
√
−5 is

irreducible over this class of numbers.
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2.3 The Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic

The Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic is a very useful theorem in Number
Theory that is used over and over again in proofs. This idea is one of the
oldest in mathematics and was expressed by Euclid 2300 years ago in The
Elements. Just because it's cool math trivia I'll mention that The Elements
has appeared in more editions than any other work besides the Bible.(Katz
58)

Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic 1. Every integer except 0 and ±1
can be uniquely written as a product of primes up to order and sign.

Up to order and sign means that even though we can factor 6 as 2 ∗ 3 =
3 ∗ 2 = (−2)(−3) = (−3)(−2) we still count it as a unique factorization. We
will prove this theorem by assuming that a number is factored in two ways
and then use Theorem 2.1.3 to show that the factors must be equivalent to
each other. In the following proof pay special attention to the distinction
between prime and irreducible.

Proof Assume we can factor a number in two ways such that

p1p2 · · · pk = q1q2 · · · ql
Because p1 is a prime

p1 | q1 · · · ql ⇒ ∃i such that p1 | qi
Because qi is irreducible, we know that

p1 = ±1 or ± qi
Since p1 is prime it cannot be ±1 so

p1 = ±qi
We can then cancel these from our equation

6 p1p2 · · · pk = ±q1q2 · · · 6 qi · · · ql
By continuing to cancel out primes in the same manner we show that if there
is a factorization it must be unique. We have yet to prove that there exists a
factorization for any number, n. If n is irreducible then it is already written
as a product of one prime and we are done. Assume that n = a1 · · · an If ai
is irreducible then leave it. If ai is not irreducible then write ai = b1 · · · bn.
The absolute values of a and b are decreasing. Since we have a decreasing
sequence of positive integers it must stop at a prime factorization.
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Another Proof Csaba is going to send me a reference for this proof
that has been very well written by three Hungarians. Assume that there
exists two factorizations.

p1 · · · pn = q1 · · · ql
If p1 = q1 divide and continue.

n = p1q1A+B

|B| < p1q1

p1 | B and q1 | B
|p1q1| < |B|

By the Division Algorithm,

p1 | B
B = p1B1

a | P1B1

Order in increasing order

I'm confused about this proof.

2.4 There are in�nitely many primes

It has been known for thousands of years that there are in�nitely many
primes. Although we can not easily �nd gigantic primes because we have no
formula that generates primes, we can show that there are in�nitely many in
a number of ways. Here is a classic proof �rst discovered by Euclid in 3 B.C.

Theorem 2.4.1. There are in�nitely many primes

Proof Assume that p1p2 · · · pk are the only primes. Construct a new larger
number N = p1p2 · · · pn+1. We can easily prove that p - N by contradiction.
Assume p | N . Then p1 | N − p1 · · · pk. This implies p1 | 1 which is a
contradiction. Since we know that none of our original primes divide N we
can write N as the product of new primes not equal to pi for any i. If
N = q1 · · · ql then q1 is a new prime. To be complete we must check that
N 6= ±1 or 0. Since we can list quite a few primes such as 3, 5, 7 · · · we
know N must be bigger than 1 and our proof does not have to deal with the
problems that might arise if N = 0 or ±1. If N = 0 or ±1 then we cannot
assume that it has a prime factorization.
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2.5 A Number of Cool Random Prime Facts

Now that we've convinced you that there are in�nitely many primes it is
natural to ask more questions about what prime numbers are like and how
often they occur. For example one might notice that 12+1 = 2 and 22+1 = 5
and wonder if there are in�nitely many primes of the form p = x2 + 1. If you
are curious to know the answer to this question, you are out of luck, unless
of course you can think of a proof that has evaded the rest of the math
community. If you are that smart, you should probably be taking Topics
in Number Theory! We might also note that 2! + 1 = 3 and 3! + 1 = 7
and wonder if we could �nd in�nitely many primes of the form p = n! + 1.
Unfortunately, mathematicians do not have an answer to this question either,
though they can tell you that there are in�nitely many composite numbers
of the form n! + 1.

Asking whether or not there are in�nitely many prime numbers of the
form an − 1, leads to a number of interesting facts in number theory, even
though this problem is also unsolved. Start by noticing that we can factor
the di�erence of squares according to the following useful formula:

an − bn = (a− b)(an−1 + an−2b+ · · ·+ bn)

Using this formula we see that an − 1 = (a − 1)(an−1 + an−2 + · · · + 1).
Therefore a−1 | an−1. Prime numbers are only divisible by themselves and
1, so if an−1 has a chance of being prime a−1 = 1 or a−1 = p. If a−1 = p
then a − 1 = an − 1 and a = an. In this case an = 1 and an − 1 = 0. Thus
we see that a− 1 = 1. It follows that an − 1 = p⇒ a = 2. We have found a
necessary condition to make an − 1 prime but not a su�cient one.

23 − 1 = 7

24 − 1 = 15

Obviously, 7 is a prime and 15 is not. Although it is easy to check for small
numbers we have to come up with new methods to determine if, for example,
22005 − 1 is prime. Note that

2401 − 1 | (2401)5 − 15

Based on this example we conjecture that if an−1 is prime then a = 2 and n
is prime. We can show this by noting that 2ab − 1 = (2a)b − 1b. This implies
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that 2a − 1 | 2ab − 1b. We still have only a necessary condition and not a
su�cient one. For example 23 | 211− 1. We don't know if there are in�nitely
many primes of the form 2p − 1. Primes of this form are called Mersenne
primes after the mathematician who �rst observed them. Insert interesting
fact, Mersenne's time period. We have discovered 43 Mersenne primes the
biggest one being 230???????−1. At www.mersenne.org you can join the search
for gigantic primes and if your computer �nds one that is over 200 digits long
you can earn money.

Since we have considered primes of the form 2n − 1 it is only natural to
ask about primes of the form 2n + 1. We start our hunt and see that

2 + 1 = 3

22 + 1 = 4

23 + 1 = 9

24 + 1 = 17

25 + 1 = 33

Our hunt for primes was moderately successful, yielding 3 and 17. Unfortu-
nately every other number we found was divisible by three. This leads us to
conjecture that 3 | 2odd + 1. Since we have already checked the base case, we
will proceed to prove this fact by induction. Assume

22k+1 + 1 = 3l

Rewrite our equation as
22k+1 = 3l − 1

Multiply both sides by 4 to get

2222k+1 = 12l − 4

Combine the left side using elementary rules of exponents and factor the
right side somewhat creatively to get

22k+2+1 = 3(4l − 1)− 1

Let 4l − 1 = l′.
22(k+1)+1 = 3l′ − 1

Rearranging our equation again

22(k+1)+1 + 1 = 3l′
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By induction we have shown that if the condition is true for the odd number
2k + 1 it is true for the next odd number 2(k + 1) + 1. This shows us that if
we have any hope of 2n + 1 being prime n cannot be odd. There are plenty
of even values of n, however, that do not yield prime numbers. For example
5 | 26 +1. The following identity will be helpful in de�ning another necessary
condition on n.

a2n+1 + b2n+1 = (a+ b)(a2n − a2n−1b+− · · ·+ b2n)

Using this identity we can rewrite 26 + 1 as (22)3 + 13 = (22 + 1)(24− 22 + 1)
so it must be composite. Whenever n has an odd divisor we will always be
able to factor it using this identity. Thus if 2n + 1 is prime n must have
no odd divisors. If we let n = 2k then we are assured that n will have no
odd divisor. Primes of the form 22k + 1 are called Fermat primes after the
amateur mathematician Fermat who conjectured that every number of this
form was prime. Unfortunately for Fermat, Euler convincingly disproved his
conjecture by discovering that 641 | 225

+ 1. In fact, we have only found 5
Fermat primes and we still don't know if there are in�nitely many primes of
this form. We denote the kth Fermat number as Fk = 22k + 1. Although
we are not sure how many Fermat primes there are, we can prove interesting
and useful properties of the Fermat numbers.

Theorem 2.5.1. Fermat NumbersAll Fermat numbers are relatively prime
to each other or in other words, (Fk, Fn) = 1

Proof To prove that the greatest common divisor of two Fermat numbers
is 1 we �rst factor Fn − 2 then use this factorization in a proof by contra-
diction. By the de�nition of Fermat numbers Fn − 2 = 22n + 1 − 2 We can
rewrite this as

(22n−1

)2 − 12

It is now possible to factor the expression to yield

(22n−1 − 1)(22n−1

+ 1)

Notice that 22n−1 − 1 = Fn−1 − 2 and 22n−1
+ 1 = Fn−1. Thus Fn − 2 =

Fn−1(Fn−1 − 2)By continuing to factor in the same way we see that

(Fn−1 − 2)(Fn−1) = (Fn−2 − 2)(Fn−2)Fn−1
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If we continue to factor in this way we arrive at the equation

(F0 − 2)F0F1F2 · · ·Fn−3Fn−2Fn−1 = Fn − 2

But we know how to calculate F0

F0 − 2 = ((220

+ 1)− 2) = 1

Thus we can ignore F0 − 2 Now we want to prove that all Fermat numbers
are relatively prime by contradiction. Assume p | Fkand p | Fn. This means
that (Fn, Fk) = p. If p midFk it must also divide

p | F0 · · ·Fk · · ·Fn−2Fn−1

because we have simply added on more numbers. From above we know that
this number is equal to Fn − 2. Thus

p | Fn − 2

Since p | Fn and p | Fn−2 we know p | 2. Since p is prime p = 2. But Fermat
primes are odd so by contradiction (Fn, Fk) = 1 Now we will use this fact to
prove our favorite result.

Theorem 2.5.2. There are In�nitely Many Primes There are more
primes in the world than grains of sand.

Proof Consider the Fermat numbers F0, F1, F2, · · ·Fk. Although we do
not know if there are in�nitely many Fermat primes, it is obvious that there
are in�nitely many numbers of the form 22k + 1 because we can choose in-
�nitely many values for k. Each Fermat number has a prime divisor. Let
p0 | F0, p1 | F1 and so on. We claim that these are distinct primes and
prove it by contradiction. Assume pi | Fi and pi | Fj. Then p | (Fi, Fj).
But we have already proved that the greatest common divisor of two Fermat
numbers is 1. Hence, there are in�nitely many primes.

Gigantic Gaps Between Primes Early on in the integers, primes are
plentiful and we hardly have to travel far at all to go from on to the next. As
we travel further into the integers, however, the frequency of primes decreases
and the gaps between them grow larger. In fact, given any integer n we can
�nd a, a + 1, · · · , a + n such that none of them are prime. We know that
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(n + 1)! + 2 is composite because 2 | (n + 1)! and 2 | 2. By the same logic
we see that (n + 3)! + 3 is composite. This works for any value of i that is
less than n. Thus (n+ 1)! + i is composite because it is is divisible by i. Our
last number that we know for sure is composite is (n + 1)! + n + 1 because
n+ 1 | (n+ 1)! +n+ 1. We have found n composite numbers in a row. Thus
we can �nd arbitrarily big gaps between prime numbers.

2.5.1 Canonical Form

Because of the Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic we can write each num-
ber as a product of primes. We write n in canonical form as

n =
∏

pαii

We call this extended canonical form if our exponents α can be equal to zero.
In this case we write n as a product of all primes in order and give the ones
that are not in the prime factorization an exponent of zero.

Theorem 2.5.3. Lemma d | n if and only if d =
∏
pβii where βi ≤ αi

Proof If d | n then n = d ∗ d′. Rewriting this in canonical form we see
that ∏

pαii =
∏

qγii
∏

rβii

Using basic multiplication rules we see that γi + βi = αi so βi ≤ αi. Using
this lemma, we can express the greatest common divisor and least common
multiple in canonical form.

Theorem 2.5.4. Lemma If we can write two numbers in canonical form,
we can �nd the greatest common divisor. If

n =
∏

pαii and k =
∏

pβii

then
(n, k) =

∏
p
min(αi,βi)
i

Proof To show something is the greatest common divisor we must show
that it divides both of the numbers. Let

d =
∏

p
min(αi,βi)
i
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To satisfy the de�nition we must show

d | k and d | n

We know that d divides k and n because of Lemma 2.5.3. To prove that it
is the greatest common divisor we must also satisfy the second part of the
de�nition. All numbers which divide n and k also divide d. This is true
because by Lemma 2.5.3 we know that if a number divides n and k then all
primes in the canonical expression of our number have exponents less than
those in the canonical expression of n and k. Thus the number of primes in
the divisor is less than or equal to the minimum of the exponents in n and
k. We could also think that the greatest common divisor is d because it is
the biggest number that divides both. If we had a number bigger than d
then it would have an extra prime in its factorization and it would no longer
divide both n and k because it's exponent would be bigger than the minimum
value.



Chapter 3

Congruences

Now it is time to introduce the idea of congruence or equivalently modular
arithmetic. This new idea is de�ned using the idea of divisibility that we have
already examined in detail. Analyzing numbers using modular arithmetic
will prove very fruitful in number theory. The residue of a number modulo
a prime will give a lot of information about that number and will often
be all we want to consider. An important home for modular arithmetic is
in computing, when we need to control how big of a number a computer is
handling, in particular, most cryptographical algorithms work using modular
arithmetic and the tricks presented in this chapter.

De�nition 3.0.5. Congruent We say a ≡ b mod (m) if m|a− b. In words,
a is congruent to b modulo m if and only if they have the same remainder on
division by m.

It is good to note that ≡ is an equivalence relation.

a ≡ a mod m (3.1)

a ≡ b mod m⇒ b ≡ a mod m (3.2)

a ≡ b mod m and b ≡ c mod m⇒ a ≡ c(m) (3.3)

It is easy to understand why these equivalence relations hold when we con-
sider that a is congruent to b when a and b have the same remainder on
division by m. For example if a and b have the same remainder when di-
vided by m and b and c have the same remainder on division by m, then a
and c must also have the same remainder. Now we will prove that ≡ is an
equivalence relation formally by using the de�nition of congruence.

29
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Proof. We will prove each equality below, next to the number of the equation.

(3.1). We know that m | a− a so, a ≡ a mod m.

(3.2). Assume a ≡ b mod m. Thus m | a − b. By the de�nition of divis-
ibility, there exists a natural number k such that mk = a − b. This implies
m(−k) = b− a which means that m | b− a. By the de�nition of congruency
b ≡ a mod m.

(3.3). Assume a ≡ b mod m and b ≡ c mod m. Thus, m | a − b and
m | b− c. Using our division properties we see that m | (a− b) + (b− c) or
equivalently m | a− c. Thus a ≡ c mod m.

3.1 Properties of Congruences

Now we will assume that a ≡ b mod m and c ≡ d mod m and state and prove
a number of useful properties of congruencies.

a+ c ≡ b+ d(m)or with '-, -' instead of '+, +' (3.4)

ac ≡ bc(m) (3.5)

ac ≡ bd(m) (3.6)

an ≡ bn(m) (3.7)

f(a) ≡ f(b)(m) where f is a polynomial (3.8)

(3.4) We assume m | a − b and m | c − d. Thus m | (a − b) + (c − d).
By rearranging the terms we see that m | (a + c) − (b + d). Thus a + c ≡
b+ d mod m.

(3.5) Assume m | a − b so m | (a − b)c. Thus m | ac − bd and we have
shown that ac ≡ bc(m).

(3.6) Assume that m | a − b and m | c − d. Using the same idea as our
proof of Theorem 3.5 we can show that m | ac − bc and m | bc − bd. Thus
m | ac− bc+ bc− bd. Cancelling out bc we arrive at m | ac− bd which implies
ac ≡ bd(m).

(3.7) To prove Theorem 3.7 we apply Theorem 3.6 repeatedly. To begin
we say that a ≡ b(m). Thus we can also say that aa ≡ bb(m) or a2 ≡ b2(m).
By repeating this process n times we arrive at an ≡ bn(m).
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(3.8) To prove Theorem 3.8 we just apply the fact that a ≡ b ⇒ an ≡
bn(m) and ac ≡ bc(m).

Now that you've made your way through that, I promise that using these
rules will be much more exciting than proving them. Now we are going to
prove yet another exciting property of congruences.

Theorem 3.1.1. Cancelling Across Congruencies If a 6= 0 then ax ≡
ay(m) if and only if x ≡ y

(
m

(a,m)

)
.

This theorem is important because it shows us that the normal rules of
cancellation do not apply in modular arithmetic. We can only �divide� by
a like usual if (a,m) = 1. In symbols, if (a,m) = 1 then the following
statement is true ax ≡ ay ⇐⇒ x ≡ y

Proof. Start by assuming that x ≡ y
(

m
(a,m)

)
. By the de�nition of congruence

m

(a,m)
| x− y

If a number divides x− y it also divides any multiple of x− y so we see that

m

(a,m)
| a

(a,m)
(x− y)

If we use the original de�nition of divisibility this means there is a k such
that

k
m

(a,m)
=

a

(a,m)
(x− y)

Now we can use our standard cancellation rules to �nd

km = a(x− y)

Thus

m | a(x− y)

By distributing and applying the de�nition of congruent again we see that

m | ax− ay

ax ≡ ay(m)
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We have shown that our Theorem holds in one direction, namely x ≡ y
(

m
(a,m)

)
implies ax ≡ ay(m).

Now, assume that ax ≡ ay(m). By the de�nition of congruent we see

m | ax− ay

Factoring we get
m | a(x− y)

Divide both sides by the g.c.d of a and m

m

(a,m)
| a

(a,m)
(x− y)

With a bit of thought we see that(
m

(a,m)
,

a

(a,m)

)
= 1

By dividing by the g.c.d. we are taking out all the factors a and m have in
common. When we take the g.c.d of the new number there are no longer any
common divisors. Since the g.c.d of m

(a,m)
and a

(a,m)
is 1 we know that

m

(a,m)
| x− y

This is equivalent to x ≡ y
(

m
(a,m)

)
.

Theorem 3.1.2. Congruencies and the LCM If we consider two integers
x and y modulo mi we know, x ≡ y(mi) if and only if x ≡ y([m1, · · ·mk])

Proof. From Page 49 in my textbook If x ≡ y(mi) for i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , r, then
mi | (y − x) for i = 1, 2, · · · , r. That is y − x is a common multiple of
m1,m2, · · · ,mr, and therefore [m1,m2,m3, · · · ,mr] | (y − x). This implies
x ≡ y(mod[m1,m2, · · · ,mr]. Now we will prove the statement the other way.
stu� from textbook ends here.

Assume that x ≡ y([m1,m2, · · ·mk]). That means that [m1,m2, · · ·mk] |
x− y. We know that mi | [m1,m2, · · ·mk] so mi | x− y. Using the de�nition
again we see that x ≡ y(mi).
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3.2 Primes of the form 4k − 1

Theorem 3.2.1. There are In�nitely Many Primes There are in�nitely
more primes than seconds since the big bang.

Now that we have de�ned the idea of congruence we can use it to prove,
yet again, that there are in�nitely many primes. But before we start our
proof let us consider what the natural numbers look like mod 4. All numbers
can be represented as either 4k, 4k+ 1, 4k+ 2 or 4k+ 3 mod 4 because when
we divide any number by k it must have a remainder of 0, 1, 2 or 3. Primes
must be of the form 4k+1 and 4k+3 since 4 | 4k and 2 | 4k+2. For example
we have 4(1)+1 = 5 and 4(0)+3 = 3. We will prove that there are in�nitely
many primes of the form 4k − 1 which is equivalent to primes of the form
4k + 3. This, of course, would imply that there are in�nitely many primes.

Proof Assume that there are �nitely many primes of the form 4k − 1.
Denote them p1, p2, · · · pl. Let

N = 4p1 · · · pl − 1

Since N is an integer we can write it as the product of primes. Note that
N 6= ±1, 0 because we know that 3 is a prime of the form 4k − 1. Let

N = q1q2 · · · qk
We can show that pi 6= qi by contradiction. Assume pi = qi. This means that

pi | N

pi | 4p1 · · · pl − 1

We know that pi | 4p1 · · · pi · · · pl so pi | 1. Since pi - 1 we have shown by
contradiction that pi - N . This means that all pi must be distinct from all
qi. Assume that all qi are of the wrong form, or qi = 4k + 1.

q1 ≡ 1(4) · · · qk ≡ 1(4)

q1q2 · · · qn ≡ 1(4)

But if we examine N mod 4 we see that

N ≡ −1(4)

Thus there must be at least on qi of the form 4k − 1. Thus given any �nite
number of primes of the form 4k − 1 we can always �nd a new one that is
distinct.
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3.3 Residue Systems

The idea of residue classes is closely related to congruence. Consider the
integers modulo 6. Every number is congruent to 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 mod 6.
For example 1 ≡ −5 ≡ 7 ≡ 6k + 1(6). All of these numbers are in the
same residue class. If we take one element from each residue class it is called
a complete residue system. For example 12,−5, 8, 3,−2, 11 is a complete
residue system mod 6.

De�nition 3.3.1. Reduced Residue System A reduced residue system
modulo m is formed by taking one element from each residue class that is
relatively prime to m.

The reduced residue class mod 6 is 1, 5 or equivalently 7, 11. We denote
the size of a reduced residue system as φ(m). In this de�nition, we have
simply assumed that if 1 and 5 are relatively prime to 6 then every number
they are congruent to, such as 7 and 11 are also relatively prime to 6. We
must prove this fact to rigourously de�ne a reduced residue system. We must
show that

(a,m) = 1 and b ≡ a(m)⇒ (b,m) = 1

Proof Assume b ≡ a(m) and (a,m) = 1. By de�nition we know m | b− a By
the de�nition of divisibility we see

mk = b− a

Rearranging we get a = b+mk.
Now we will use Theorem 1.1.2 which tells us that (a, b) = (a, a+b). This

implies that (a, b) = (a, ka+ b).

(m, b) = (m, km+ b) = (m, a)

We have already assumed that (m, a) = 1 so since we have shown it is equal
to (m, b) we know it is also 1.

3.4 Wilson's Theorem

Wilson's Theorem will prove to be extremely helpful in computing the value
of large numbers when we are considering them modulo a prime number. Say
something cool about the Theorem.

Theorem 3.4.1. Wilson's Theorem When p is prime, (p− 1)! ≡ −1(p).
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Proof Note that the size of a reduced residue system mod p has size
p − 1, or in symbols φ(p) = p − 1. Let a1, a2, · · · ap−1 be a reduced residue
system mod p. We want to show that a1a2 · · · ap−1 ≡ −1(p). We will begin
by pairing up elements, ai and aj such that aiaj ≡ 1(p). We cannot just
assume that we can �nd pairs, so we must prove that there is a solution to

aix ≡ 1(p)

We know that all numbers less than p are relatively prime to p.

a ∗ 1

a ∗ 2

a ∗ 3
...

a ∗ i
...

a ∗ (p− 1)

First we show that each ai, where i is a number less that p, is a reduced
residue class. This means that all ai are relatively prime to p. We know that
from Theorem 1.5.1

(a, p) = (i, p) = 1⇒ (ai, p) = 1

Thus if a and i are relatively prime to p then so is ai. Now if we can show
that these reduced residue classes are distinct we know that we have formed a
reduced residue system. We want to show that ai 6= aj unless i = j. Assume
that ai ≡ aj(p). This means that

ai− aj ≡ 0(p)

Factoring we see that a(i−j) ≡ 0(p). Since (a, p) = 1 we know from Theorem
? that

i− j ≡ 0(p)

Thus j = i(p). Because each reduced residue class is distinct there exists an
i such that

ai = 1
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We can now pair up our elements such that aia
′
i = 1

a1 ∼ a′1
a2 ∼ a′2

...

ak ∼ a′k

The only thing that we have to worry about while pairing is the chance that a
number might be it's own pair. For example (−1)(−1) = 1. We do not want
to count it twice when multiplying a1a2 · · · ap−1. Numbers who are their own
pair are of the form

x2 ≡ 1(p)

By the de�nition of congruent we see that

p | x2 − 1

Factoring we get

p | (x+ 1)(x− 1)

The de�nition of prime implies that

p | (x+ 1) or p | (x− 1)

Converting this back to the language of congruences we see that x is its own
pair if and only if

x ≡ −1(p) or x ≡ 1(p)

Thus when we are multiplying all the pairs together we must deal with 1 and
−1 separately. Excluding 1 and −1 we see that∏

(aia
′
i) ≡ 1(p)

Thus once we add in the elements that did not have a pair we see that

(1)(−1)(a1a
′
1 · · · aia′i) ≡ −1(p)

These elements were exactly those numbers less than p so we have proven
that indeed (p− 1)! ≡ −1(p).
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3.5 The Euler-Fermat Theorem

Now that we have proved Wilson's Theorem, we will state and prove another
theorem that will be enormously helpful in making calculations with large
numbers. This theorem was �rst discovered by Fermat in the 17th century
and generalized and proved by Euler in the 18th century.

Theorem 3.5.1. Euler-Fermat Theorem When p is prime, cp−1 ≡ 1(p).
If (c, p) = 1, then cφ(m) ≡ 1(m). Fermat discovered the speci�c case cp ≡ c(p).

We begin by noting a property of reduced residue systems. Assume
b1, b2, · · · , bφ(m) is a reduced residue system mod m. Let c be an integer such
that (c,m) = 1. We will show that cb1, cb2, · · · , cbφ(m) is a reduced residue
system. Consider cb1, cb2 · · · cbm. By assumption we know (c,m) = 1 and be-
cause it is a reduced residue class we know (bi,m) = 1. Theorem 1.5.1 tells
us that this implies (cbi,m) = 1. Therefore, all elements of cb1, cb2 · · · cbm
are relatively prime to m. We still must show that all elements are distinct.
If two elements of our new system overlap, or in other words, cbi = cbj then
we must be missing at least one element and do not have a reduced residue
system. Since we have assumed that (c,m) = 1 we can use Theorem 3.1.1 to
show that

bi ≡ bj ⇐⇒ cbi ≡ cbj(m)

Thus cb1, cb2 · · · , cbm forms a reduced residue system because, if you disre-
gard the order of the elements

b1, b2, · · · , bφ(m) = cb1, cb2, · · · , cbφ(m)

If we multiply each list by itself they will still be equivalent modulo m. Thus

b1b2 · · · bφ(m) ≡ cb1cb2 · · · cbφ(m)(m)

b1b2 · · · bφ(m) ≡ b1b2 · · · bφ(m)c
φ(m)(m)

By dividing through by all bi we see that

1 ≡ cφ(m)

We can divide across the equivalence sign because (b1b2 · · · bφ(m),m) = 1.
When p is prime we have a special case of the Euler Theorem. Since φ(p) =
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p − 1 we can easily see that cp−1 ≡ 1(p). If we multiply both sides of the
congruence by c we arrive at Fermat's formulation cp ≡ c(p). Although
this fact is unnecessary for the proof of Euler-Fermat, using the exact same
reasoning we could show that if a1, a2, · · · , am is a complete residue system
modulo m then ca1, ca2 · · · , cam is also a complete residue system modulo m
as long as (c,m) = 1.

3.6 Solving Congruences

Congruences can help us answer many general questions. For example it can
tell us, for which primes p the equation x2 ≡ −1(p) has a solution. Deal with
case where p = 2.

Theorem 3.6.1. The equation x2 ≡ −1(p) has a solution if and only if
p ≡ 1(4).

Proof. Assume that x2 ≡ −1(p). Raise both sides of our congruence to the
p−1
2

power to get

(x2)
p−1
2 ≡ (−1)

p−1
2 (p)

Simplifying we see

xp−1 ≡ (−1)
p−1
2

Because of the Euler-Fermat Theorem we know that xp−1 ≡ 1(p). Our con-
gruence becomes

1 ≡ (−1)
p−1
2

We must raise −1 to an even power to make it equivalent to 1. Thus

p− 1

2
= 2k

Solving we see that
p = 4k + 1

We have �nished on half of the proof. Namely, if x2 ≡ −1(p) has a solution
then p ≡ 1(4) To illustrate this note

22 ≡ −1(5)

52 ≡ −1(13)
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Since these equations have solutions, we know 5 and 13 are both primes
of the form 4k + 1.

To prove the other direction of Theorem 3.6.1 we show that if p = 4k+ 1
we can always �nd an explicit solution to the equation x2 ≡ −1(p). We start
with Wilson's Theorem which gives (p− 1)! ≡ −1(p).

1 ∗ 2 ∗ 3 ∗ · · · p− 1

2
∗ p+ 1

2
∗ · · · ∗ (p− 3)(p− 2)(p− 1) ≡ −1(p)

Notice that (p − 1) ≡ −1(p) and (p − 2) ≡ −2(p). We can match up the
numbers in our product so that 1 is matched with (p− 1), 2 is matched with
(p− 2) and so on. We can then rewrite our product as

1(p− 1)2(p− 2) · · ·
(
p− 1

2

)(
p+ 1

2

)
≡ −1(p)

When we consider the numbers mod p it is equivalent to:

−12(−22)(−32) · · · − (
p− 1

2
)2 ≡ −1(p)

We have p−1
2

negatives so we can factor them out and rewrite the sequence
as

(−1)
p−1
2 ∗ 12 ∗ 22 ∗ · · · ∗

(
p− 1

2

)2

≡ −1(p)

This is equal to

(−1)
p−1
2

((
p− 1

2

)
!

)2

Since p = 4k + 1, we see that p−1
2

can be written as 2k and we can therefore
ignore the term (−1)2k. Thus we see that(

p− 1

2
!

)
≡ −1(p)

Therefore if p = 4k + 1 we have explicitly demonstrated a solution to the
equation x2 ≡ −1(p). Just let x = p−1

2
!.

Now we will prove a related lemma. If x2 ≡ −1(p) has a solution then it
must have two. Assume that x and α are both solutions. Therefore

α2 ≡ −1
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and

x2 ≡ α2

By the de�nition of congruent we see that

p | x2 − α2 = (x− α)(x+ α)

Since p is prime

p | (x− α) or p | (x+ α)

Therefore

x ≡ α or x ≡ −α

If there is a solution to x2 ≡ −1(p) then there must be exactly two.

3.7 Divisibility Rules

Modular arithmetic is a powerful tool when trying to determine if a number
is prime or composite. Many people know that a number is only divisible
by three if the sum of the digits is divisible by three. Modular arithmetic
explains why this is so and gives us divisibility rules for a number of small
integers. If we represent the digits of a number n as a1, a2 · · · an then the
following formula gives us an explicit way to determine if the number is
divisible by 3.

3 | n⇐⇒ n ≡
∑
i∈I

ai(3)

To see why this is so write out the number as multiples of powers of 10.

n = ak10k + ak−110k−1 + · · · a1101 + a0100

Note that 10 ≡ 1(3) and 102 = 10∗10 ≡ 11 = 1. Thus if we are working mod
3 we can replace every 10 in our expression by 1 and be left with a number
that is equivalent mod 3.

ak + ak−1 · · · a1 + a0 ≡ ak10k + ak−110k−1 + · · · a1101 + a0100

If our original number is divisible by 3, then so will any number that is
equivalent to it mod 3. This works exactly the same way for 9 because
10 ≡ 1(9) and 10 ≡ 1(3).
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By noticing that 2 | 10 and 5 | 10 we can arrive at an easy and familiar
divisibility rule for 2 and 5. We see that 2 | ai10i for all i so we must only
look at the last digit. If 2 | a0 then 2 | n. Of course this is commonly stated
as if the last digit is even then the entire number is divisible by two. An
equivalent idea works for checking divisibility by 5. Similarly 4 | 102 so to
check if a number is divisible by four we only have to see if 4 divides the last
two digits.

Now we will use congruences to �nd a divisibility rule for 11. Although
this is a bit more complicated than the divisibility rule for 9 it is based on
essentially the same idea. Notice that 10 ≡ −1(11) and 102 ≡ (−1)2 = 1.
When we write our number in the form n = ak10k + ak−110k−1 + · · · a1101 +
a0100 we can replace 10even by 1 and 10odd by −1. Thus n ≡ ak · · · + a2 −
a1 + a0. Our number is divisible by 11 if and only if the alternating sum of
the digits is divisible by 11.

3.8 more stu�

Example If p | n2 then p | n.

Proof. By the de�nition of prime p | n ∗ n implies p | n or p | n.
On the other hand if a is not prime, a | n2 does not imply a | n. To show

this let
a = pβA

n = pβ−1A

where p is a prime in the factorization of a and A is all the leftovers. Since
β − 1, β, we know that a - n. But n2 = p2(β−1)A2, and therefore a | n2.

I could add another example here about residue classes if you add b to
every member of a complete residue system you end up with a complete
residue system.

Theorem 3.8.1. There are in�nitely many primes There are in�nity
plus one primes of the form 4k + 1.

Proof Assume p1, p2, · · · , pn are the only primes of the form 4k + 1. Let
N = (2p1 · · · pn)2 + 1. We know that there is at least one prime of this form
because 4(1) + 1 = 5. It is important to check that N is not one or zero
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because we want to be able to assume that it can be written as a product of
primes. Assume N = q1q2 · · · qk. We know that each q | N . If q | p1 · · · pn
then q | (2p1 · · · pn)2. Since N = (2p1 · · · pn)2 + 1 we see that q | 1. Since this
is impossible q - p1 · · · pn and it must therefore be a distinct prime. Now we
must show that q is a prime of the form 4k + 1. Since N = (2p1 · · · pn)2 + 1
it can be written as N = x2 + 1 where x = 2p1 · · · pn. Because q | x2 − (−1)
we see that x = 2p1 · · · pn is a solution to the equation

x2 ≡ −1(q)

Theorem 3.6.1 tells us that this equation has a solution if and only if q ≡ 1(4)
or in other words if q can be written in the form 4k + 1.

3.9 For which primes can we...

We can use modular arithmetic to analyze prime number properties. For
example, we might observe that 5 can be written as the sum of two squares
but 3 cannot. It is easy to see that 5 = 22 + 12 but there are no numbers
such that 3 = a2 + b2. We only have to check a few numbers to verify this
since squares are always positive. In general we might want to know which
primes can be written as the sum of two squares. First we note that any
integer squared is equivalent to 0 or 1 mod 4. All integers are equivalent to
1, 2, 3 or 0 mod 4 so it is easy to �nd what all square numbers are equivalent
to mod 4.

12 = 1

22 = 4 ≡ 0

32 = 9 ≡ 1

02 = 0

Based on this fact we can show that we can only write a prime number p as
the sum of two squares if it is of the form 4k + 1 or equal to 2. All prime
numbers, excluding 2, are either of the form 4k − 1 or 4k + 1

4k + 1 ≡ 1(4)

4k − 1 ≡ −1 (4)

It is easy to show that a2 + b2 6≡ −1(4) because

0 + 0 6= −1
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1 + 0 6= −1

1 + 1 6= −1

and all square numbers are equivalent to 0 or 1.
Now that we've established that if a2 + b2 is prime it can be written as

4k + 1 we might ask if all primes of the of the form p = 4k + 1 can be
written p = a2 + b2. There is a proof of this fact in �The Book� that only
uses methods that we have already learned. This proof is long and tedious
compared to the one that will be presented later in these notes after we have
learned more number theory. For the moment, assume that all primes of the
form 4k+1 can be written as the sum of two squares so that we can use that
fact in the description of which integers can be written as the sum of two
squares. First we will prove a few more theorems that will be necessary for
our proof.

Theorem 3.9.1. If p = 4k − 1 and p | a2 + b2 then p | a and p | b.

Proof Assume that p | a2 + b2, p = 4k − 1 and that p - a. Since p does
not divide a we know that p and a are relatively prime. Just as we did in
the proof of Wilson's Theorem, we can �nd an a′ such that aa′ ≡ 1(p). By
Division Rule 1. we know that p | a2 + b2 implies

p | (a′)2(a2 + b2)

p | (a′a)2 + (a′b)2

Since aa′ ≡ 1(p) we know that

p | 1 + (a′b)2

If p | x2 + 1 then we can rewrite it to say x2 ≡ −1(p). By Theorem 3.6.1
this implies p is of the form 4k + 1. This contradicts our assumption that
p = 4k − 1.

Theorem 3.9.2. If p | a2 + b2 and p = 4k − 1 then p2 | a2 + b2

Proof Assume that p | a2 + b2 and p = 4k− 1. From Theorem 3.9.1 we
know that p | a and p | b. Thus we can write

a = (pa1)
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b = (pb1)

Substituting we see that

a2 + b2 = p2a2
1 + p2b21 = p2(a2

1 + b21)

Of course p2 | p2(a2
1 + b21)

We can follow this line of logic to show that for primes of the form 4k−1,
if pβ | a2 + b2 and pβ+1 - a2 + b2 then β is even. In our last step we concluded
if p | a2 + b2 then p2 | p2(a2

1 + b21). If p - a2
1 + b21 then we are done because

β = 2, which is even. If p | a2
1 + b21 then we know that p2 | a2

1 + b21 by the
same reasoning we used above. If the process stops here then β = 4. If it
continues β will continue to increase in powers of 2 and will thus always be
even.

Norms again We will now use the concept of norms again to complete one
more step in our quest to decide which integers can be written as the sum of
two squares. Remember that N(a+ bi) = a2 + b2 and the property of norms,
|Z1||Z2| = |Z1Z2|.

Theorem 3.9.3. Theorem If m and n can both be written as the sum of
two squares then so can the number mn.

Let
m = N(Z1) = a2 + b2

n = N(Z2) = c2 + d2

Multiplying m and n we get

mn = N(Z1Z2)

The norm of any number is the sum of two squares, so mn must be the sum
of two squares as well. If you are unfamiliar with the concept of norms you
could note that mn = (ac − bd)2 + (ad + bc)2. Now that we have proved a
number of assorted facts we will �nally get to the punch line and describe
exactly which numbers can be written as the sum of two squares.

Theorem 3.9.4. Theorem Let n = 2γ
∏
pαii
∏
qβii where pi ≡ 1(4) and

qi ≡ −1(4). We can write n as the sum of two squares if and only if every
βi is even.
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Since we established in Theorem 3.9.3 that if we can write m and n as the
sum of two squares we can also write mn that way, we only have to analyze
2γ
∏
pαii
∏
qβii one section at a time. If we can write 2γ,

∏
pαii and

∏
qβii as

the sum of two squares then we can do the same for their product. With
only a little bit of mental math, we see that 2 = 12 + 12. Again by Theorem
3.9.3, we see that we can write 2γ = a2 + b2. As long as you are willing to
trust me when I say we can always write primes of the form 4k + 1 as the
sum of two squares then you'd have to admit Theorem 3.9.3 tells us that we
can write

∏
pαi = c2 + d2. Then note that if β is even then qβ can be written

as the sum of two squares. Just let β = 2k and note that qβ = (qk)2 + 02.
We have show that if βi is even we can represent our number as the sum of
two squares.

Now assume that we know we can write n = a2 + b2. We must prove that
βi is even. Theorem 3.9.1 tells us that if qβ | a2 + b2 then β is even. By
putting these three sections together using Theorem 3.9.3 we see that n can
only be written as the sum of two squares if βi is even for all values of i.

From the book

1. 2 = 12 + 12. Every prime of the form p = 4m+ 1 is representable.

2. product of any representable numbers is representable.

3. if n is representable then also nz2 is representable by nz2 = (xz)2 +
(yz)2.

These three facts yield the if part of the theorem.
Then if p = 4m + 3 is a prime that divides a representable number

n = x2 + y2, the p divides both x and y and thus p2 | n. IN fact if we had
x 6≡ 0(p) then we could �nd x̄ such that xx̄ ≡ 1(p). Multiply the equation
x2 + y2 ≡ 0 by x̄2, and thus obtain 1 = y2x̄2 = 1 + (x̄y)2 ≡ 0(p), which is
impossible for p = 4m+ 3.

Then �nally if n is representable, and p = 4m + 3 divides n, then p2

divides n and n
p2

is representable. This follows from the previous paragraph
and completes the proof.

End of stu� from the book page 21.

Theorem 3.9.5. There are in�nitely many primes The function Π(x)
is unbounded.
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Proof Before starting the proof we will de�ne a function that counts the
number of primes below a given number.

De�nition 3.9.6. Prime Counting Function Let Π(x)=number of primes,
p, such that p < x

For example Π(10) = 4. We want to prove that Π(x) can be any arbi-
trarily big number. We will do this by showing that Π(x) is bigger than the
harmonic series which we know diverges.

Proof from the book. The harmonic series is equal to 1
1

+ 1
2

+ · · · =
∑

1
m

where the sum extends over all natural numbers m. Since every m can be
written in a unique way as a product of the form

∏
p≤x p

kp we see that the
last sum is equal to ∏

p∈P,p≤x

(∑
k≥0

1

pk

)
where p are prime. This is a little hard to grasp because of the double sum
and product. Written out the inner sum looks like∑

k

≥ 0
1

pk
=

1

p
+

1

p2
+

1

p3
· · ·

When we apply the product to the sums we get(
1

2
+

1

22
+ · · ·

)(
1

3
+

1

32
+ · · ·

)
· · ·
(

1

p
+

1

p2
+ · · ·

)
When you multiply these sums together you will get all possible numbers
because the denominators will combine to create all products of primes.

The inner sum is a geometric series with ratio 1
p
, hence∑ 1

m
≤

∏
p∈P,p≤x

1

1− 1
p

Multiply by p
p
to get ∏

p∈P,p≤x

p

p− 1

Now just switching notation to use our prime counting function

π(x)∏
k=1

pk
pk − 1
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Because there are lots of composite numbers the kth prime must be bigger
than k + 1 so pk ≥ k + 1, and thus

pk
pk − 1

=
pk − 1 + 1

pk − 1
= 1 +

1

pk − 1
≤ 1 +

1

k
=
k + 1

k

therefore ∑ 1

m
≤

π(x)∏
k=1

k + 1

k
= π(x) + 1

Everybody knows that the harmonic series diverges so we conclude that π(x)
is unbounded as well and there are in�nitely many primes.

People often proved that the harmonic series diverges in Calculus II using
integrals and missed a much more exciting proof.

Theorem 3.9.7. The Harmonic Series Diverges The harmonic series
diverges.

Consider the harmonic series

1

1
+

1

2
+

1

3
+

1

4
+

1

5
+

1

6
+

1

7
+

1

8
· · ·

Notice that 1
3
is greater than 1

4
. We know that 2 times 1

4
is equal to 1

2
. Thus

1
3
+ 1

4
> 1

2
. Using the same logic again we note that 1

5
, 1

6
and 1

7
are greater than

1
8
. Thus the sum of these four numbers is greater than 1

2
because 4(1

8
) = 1

2
.

We can continue this process each time considering a group of numbers twice
as big as the one before it. We see that by rounding down we show that the
harmonic series is at least as big as 1

2
+ 1

2
+ 1

2
+ · · · . We can add up 1

2
to any

number no matter how big so the harmonic series must diverge.

3.10 Solving Linear Congruence

In this section we will be trying to determine how many solutions a linear
congruence has and what form they will take.

Theorem 3.10.1. Linear Congruences ax ≡ b(m) has a solution if and
only if (m, a) | b.
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Proof Consider manipulating the following linear congruence using our
de�nitions of divisibility and congruent. First assume that

ax ≡ b(m)

By our de�nition of congruent this is equivalent to

m | ax− b

By the de�nition of divides this implies there exists and integer y such that

my = ax− b

We usually consider something modulo a positive number, but ifm | a−b then
−m | a− b. Thus we can interchange m and −m to rearrange our equation.
The equation my + ax = b is exactly how we express the greatest common
divisor. The values of my + ax are multiples of (m, a). Thus we see that
there must exist an integer k such that (m, a)k = b. This is the de�nition of
divides, so we can rephrase if there is a solution to the congruence ax ≡ b(m)
then (m, a) | b. We just proved that if there is a solution (m, a) | b. Now we
will show that if (m, a) | b there exists a solution. Assume that (m, a) | b.
Also note that (m, a) | m and (m, a) | a. By the de�nition of divides

b = b1(m, a)

From the Euclidean Algorithm we know that

(m, a) = my0 + ax0

Multiplying by b1 we get

b1(m, a) = m(b1y0) + a(x0b1)

Substituting we get
b = m(b1y0) + a(x0b1)

Rearranging we get
b− a(x0b1) = m(b1y0)

This is our familiar de�nition of divides.

m | b− a(x0b1)
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And by the de�nition of congruent

a(x0b1) ≡ b mod (m)

Thus we have found a solution to the equation, namely b1x0.
Now that we've decided when a solution exists, we ask how many solu-

tions there are. First we show that there are in�nitely many solutions to
the equation my + ax = b. Then we show that there are �nitely many solu-
tions to the congruence ax ≡ b(m). The solutions are �nite because we are
considering them modulo m so they correspond to the residue classes.

3.10.1 Diophantine Equations

The equation my + ax = b has in�nitely many solutions. If we know that x
and y solve my+ ax = b, then it is easy to see that m(y+ a) + a(x−m) = b
is also a valid equation. Just multiply it out and notice that ma drops out
leaving our original equation. Although it is easy to see that y + ka and
x − km create in�nitely many solutions we want to know if these are all
possible solutions. We want to know what all of the solutions look like.
Assume that

my1 + ax1 = b

and

my0 + ax0 = b

Subtracting the equations from each other we get

m(y0 − y1) + a(x0 − x1) = b− b

Thus m(y0 − y1) = a(x1 − x0) and by the de�nition of divisibility

m | a(x1 − x0)

a | y0 − y1

In a homework session that might not be in the book but probably should
be we proved that

m | a(x1 − x0)⇐⇒
m

(m, a)
| x1 − x0
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If we add multiples of m
(m,a)

then the division is still valid. This is still a little
poorly written and unclear. Therefore

m(y0 − k
a

(m, a)
) + a(x0 + k

m

(m, a)
) = b

We can check that this works by noting that we have assumed that my0 +
ax0 = b is a valid equation. If we subtract the two equations we get

my0 −my0 − k
ma

(m, a)
+ ax0 − ax0 + k

ma

(m, a)
= b− b

This reduces to

−k am

(a,m)
+ k

am

(a,m)
= 0

which is always true. Is this a good way to explain it? If x0, y0 is a solution
then the following are also solutions

x = x0 + k
m

(m, a)

y = y0 − k
a

(m, a)

This is more showing that these solutions work, not that they are the only
solutions. We were trying to count all possible solutions and show that they
are of this form.

3.10.2 Solutions to Linear Congruences

We might wonder how many di�erent solutions we have to the equation
ax ≡ b(m). The solutions are �nite because they are residue classes. We
know that ax ≡ b(m) has a solution if and only if (a,m) | b. If x0 is a
solution then so is x0 + km

(m,a)
. The list of all possible solutions looks like

x0, x0 +
m

(m, a)
, x0 +

2m

(m, a)
, · · · , x0 +

((m, a)− 1)m

(m, a)

We see that we have exactly (m, a) many solutions.
There is an example, with real numbers, that maybe I should include.
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3.11 Chinese Remainder Theorem

This Theorem was named after the Chinese because they discovered this
result in the �rst century A.D. The Chinese Remainder Theorem tells us
when we can �nd solutions to a system of linear congruences. For example
when can we solve

x ≡ a1(m1)
x ≡ a2(m2)
...

...
x ≡ an(mn)

Theorem 3.11.1. Chinese Remainder Theorem There exists a unique
solution to the congruences x ≡ ai(mi) if m1,m2, · · ·mn are relatively prime
in pairs.

Before proving the Chinese Remainder Theorem we will �rst prove an-
other theorem about linear congruences that will be helpful.

Theorem 3.11.2. The equation ax ≡ b(m) has a solution when (a,m) = 1.

Proof Assume (a,m) = 1. If we let x = baφ(m)−1 and plug it in we can
see that it is a solution.

ax = abaφ(m)−1 ≡ aφ(m)b ≡ b

We should recognize the Euler-Fermat Theorem here and see that aφ(m) ≡
1(m). Thus we have found a solution to ax ≡ b(m). Now we will use this
information to prove the Chinese Remainder Theorem.

x ≡ a1(m1)
x ≡ a2(m2)
...

...
x ≡ an(mn)

If m1,m2, · · · ,mk are relatively prime in pairs then there is a unique
solution. It also says this is the same as La Grange interpolation, but I don't
know what that is. Would this be helpful for some students to know?
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If we have the following two sets of equations can we solve them?

x ≡ 1(m1)
x ≡ 0(m2)
...

...
x ≡ 0(mk)

x ≡ 0(m1)
x ≡ 1(m2)
...

...
x ≡ 0(mk)

Now consider A1 · · ·Ak where Ai is the solution to

x ≡ 0(m1)
x ≡ 0(m2)
...

...
x ≡ 1(mi)
...

...
x ≡ 0(mk)

The solution to the congruence is
∑
a1Ai(mj) = xn. If we plug in x =∑n

i=1 aiAi then it is a solution.

a1A1 + a2A2 + · · ·+ ajAj + · · ·+ a2A2

ajAj ≡ aj

There exists a unique solution modulo the product because mj are rela-
tively prime. If x0 and x1 are solutions we see that

x0 ≡ aj(mj) and x1 ≡ aj(mj)

Subtracting we get that
x0 − x1 ≡ 0(mj)

Also that mj | x0 − x1.
We are trying to �nd Aj =?

Aj ≡ 1(mj)
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Aj ≡ 0(mj)

D = m1m2 · · ·mj−1mj+1 · · ·mn ≡ 0(mj)i± j
Because everything is relatively prime in pairs we know that (D,mj) = 1.

This implies that D 6= 0(mj) because mj - D. This means that

Dx ≡ 1(mj)

has a solution.
If we assume that mj relatively prime to every other mi or

∀i(mi,mj) = 1

then we know that (m2 · · ·mk,mi) = 1 Should this me mj?
We are breaking up the congruences mod a prime power. x ≡ a(m) and

m =
∏
pαii

x ≡ a(pα1
1 )

and also
x ≡ a(pαkk )

From now on we will only consider Primes.

3.12 Fun with Polynomials

We can reprove a number of theorems in this book using polynomials instead
of numbers. This is possible because polynomials form a ring. Rings are
mathematical objects that are closed under addition and multiplication. We
can still use the division algorithm with polynomials, factor them and talk
about their roots. Polynomials are of the form

anx
n + an−1x

n−1 + · · · a1x+ a0

We can de�ne the product and sum of polynomials in the usual way we all
learned long ago. We all know that

axi ∗ bxj = abxi+j

Most of you are also probably familiar with the idea of a �eld. It is the same
as a ring except that it is closed under division as well. The rational and
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real numbers are both examples of �elds. The integers are an example of a
ring that is not a �eld. We denote a polynomial with coe�cients from a �eld
F[x].

Now we will consider the division algorithm as it apples to polynomials.

Theorem 3.12.1. Division Algorithm for Polynomials Let a(x), b(x), q(x),
and r(x) be polynomials. For any polynomials a(x) and b(x) there exist
unique polynomials q(x) and r(x) such that a(x) = b(x)q(x) + r(x) and the
degree of r(x) is less than the degree of b(x).

We de�ne the degree of a polynomial in the typical way. It is the size
of the largest exponent with a non-zero coe�cient. Because we were careful
when we de�ned the distinguished common divisor we can use the same proof
to �nd the distinguished common divisor of two polynomials. Let us �nd the
d.c.d of polynomials a and b. Because of the division algorithm we can write

a = bq1 + r1

where the degree of r is less than b. Continuing the process we can write

b = r1q2 + r2

r1 = r2q3 + r3
...

rk = qk+1rk+1

In this case rk+1 is the distinguished common divisor. Using the same proof
as last time we can show that rk+1 | a and rk+1 | b. Also if a polynomial
f divides a or b it also divides rk+1. Should I actually write out this proof
again?

De�nition 3.12.2. DCD for Polynomials For any two polynomials f(x)
and g(x) not equal to zero we can �nd a unique polynomial d(x) such that
d(x) | f(x) and d(x) | g(x) and all common divisors divide d(x).

Just as we were able to de�ne d.c.d for polynomials we can also make sense
out of our de�nitions of prime and irreducible. Just as with the integers the
de�nitions of prime and irreducible are equivalent over polynomials. First
we will repeat our de�nitions.

De�nition 3.12.3. Prime Polynomial If f(x) is a prime polynomial and
f(x) = a(x)b(x) then f(x) | a(x) or f(x) | b(x).
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De�nition 3.12.4. Irreducible PolynomialWe say f(x) is irreducible if
a(x) | f(x) =⇒ a(x) = ±1 or a(x) = ±f(x).

This should seem very familiar from the integers, but I will repeat the
proof again because it is an important idea to understand.

Theorem 3.12.5. Prime vs. Irreducible Over polynomials(do I need to
say something about the coe�cients, like they are over the rationals?) a
polynomial is irreducible if and only if it is prime.

First assume that our polynomial f(x) is prime. Assume f(x) = a(x)b(x).
This implies that f(x) | a(x) or f(x) | b(x). From the de�nition of divisibility
we see that a(x) | f(x). If f(x) | a(x) then f(x) = ±a(x) and b(x) = ±1.
We can do the proof the other way noting that b(x) | f(x). If f(x) | b(x)
then b(x) = ±f(x) and a(x) = ±1. This is our de�nition of irreducible. Now
we prove the irreducible implies prime.

Assume that f(x) is irreducible and that f(x) | a(x)b(x). If f(x) | a(x)
then (f(x), a(x)) = f(x). If f(x) - a(x) then a(x) = ±1 since f(x) is
irreducible. By the Euclidean Algorithm we can �nd polynomials q(x) and
r(x) such that

1 = f(x)q(x) + a(x)r(x)

Multiply both sides by b(x) to get

b(x) = b(x)f(x)q(x) + b(x)a(x)r(x)

We know that
f(x) | b(x)f(x)q(x)

and by assumption
f(x) | a(x)b(x)r(x)

By our equation above this means that f(x) | b(x). Thus we have proven
that either f(x) | a(x) or f(x) | b(x). This is our de�nition of prime.

Then underneath we have a slightly confusing section.

f = ab and a = fc

Substituting
f = bfc

So bc = 1. If bc = 1 is constant then b is constant? The D.C.D is unique up
to a constant. Does this make sense if I tried some examples?
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Theorem 3.12.6. Fundamental Theorem of Factorization We can fac-
tor any polynomial f(x) uniquely into a product of irreducible polynomials.
In symbols, f(x) = f1(x)f2(x) · · · fk(x) such that fi(x) is irreducible for all
i.

Factorization is unique up to order and constant. We can prove this in a
very similar way as the Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic. Should I put
a proof here?

Now we have a section on roots that doesn't make a lot of sense to me.
We say that a is a root of a polynomial if f(a) = 0 or in terms more

familiar to number theorists x− a | f(x)
Now we prove that these two ideas are equivalent. Proof Let f(x) =

anx
n + an−1x

n−1 + · · · a1x+ a0 If α is a root then

0 = f(α) = anα
n + an−1α

n−1 + · · ·+ a1α + a0

f(x) = an(xn − αn) + an(xn−1αn−1)

Backwards
f(x) = (x− α)p(x)

f(x)f(x− α)p(α) = 0

Where do these two random lines come from?

x2 ≡ 1(r)

x2 ≡ −1(r)

A polynomial of degree n has at most n roots. Assume the degree of f(x) = n
with α1, α2, · · · , αk as k distinct roots. We prove that k < n.

f(x) = (x− α1)f1(x)

f(α2) = (α2 − α1)(f1(α2)f(α1)) = 0

f(x) = (x− α1)(x− α2) · · · (x− αk)fk(x)



Chapter 4

Order

Rend a lelke mindennek

Order is the soul of everything

4.0.1 A new perspective on an old problem

If you've been attending problem sessions regularly, the following problem
will no doubt be very familiar. You will be give you two big numbers, let s
call them LARGE and HUGE. You'll be asked to calculate the last two digits
of LARGEHUGE. However LARGEHUGE is going to be far bigger than your
calculator, or for that matter, any calculator will be able to handle. The
point of the problem is to look at the number modulo 100.

Let's call the numbers a and b for simplicity. When we look at ab modulo
100, we remember from Euler-Fermat that we only have to consider the
exponent modulo 40. So, it's pretty easy to tell that if 40 | b , ab is equivalent
to 1 modulo 100. However, it is natural to ask if there are smaller (positive)
values than 40 for b such that ab ≡ 1(100). In other words, if the result from
Euler-Fermat is sharp. Let's manipulate the statement in the following way:

ab ≡ 1(100)⇔ 4 | ab − 1 and 25 | ab − 1

Looking at each of the two conditions by themselves:

57
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φ(4) = 2 | b⇒ 4 | ab − 1

and,

φ(25) = 20 | b⇒ 25 | ab − 1

With both of these statements following from Euler-Fermat. So, the num-
ber ab is going to be equivalent to 1 modulo 100 if 2 | b and 20 | b. Of course,
if 20 | b, both of these conditions are ful�lled. However, Euler-Fermat only
told us that ab ≡ 1(100) when φ(100) = 40 | b. So, while Euler-Fermat is
a great tool, it does not address the problem at hand 1. We'll once again
illustrate the problem we have with the following example.

4.0.2 A second example

Let's consider the following:

17 | 2? − 1⇔ 2? ≡ 1(17)

We know from Euler-Fermat that the above formula is true if 16 |?. But,
we will now ask what the smallest positive value ? can have such that the
above formula is true. Let's make a table of the powers of two, the top row
will denote the exponent and the bottom row will denote 2 raised to that
value modulo 17. (

0 1 2 3 4 5 . . .
1 2 4 8 16 32 . . .

)
Which is very nice, but as you can see these numbers are getting too big.

Being clever, we notice that 16 ≡ −1(17) which lets us do the calculation in
a much simpler way.(

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 2 4 8 -1 -2 -4 -8 1

)
So, we found that the smallest power we need to raise 2 to in order for it to

be equivalent to 1 modulo 17 is 8 and not the 16 suggested by Euler-Fermat.
We're going to call this the order of 2 modulo 8.

1Surprisingly, the only thing we used to show there are better results than the one

given by Euler-Fermat was Euler-Fermat itself. Quite interesting
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4.1 Three De�nitions

In this section we are going to give three equivalent de�nitions of the order.
One is going to be in words, one is going to be in terms of a set of numbers
and the last as symbols. The �rst de�nition is exactly as we have already
stated it.

De�nition 4.1.1. First De�nition of Order. For a positive integer m
and any integer a such that a and m are relatively prime we say the order
of a modulo m is the smallest positive integer k such that ak ≡ 1(m). We
denote this om(a) = k.

De�nition 4.1.2. Second De�nition of Order.

∀a,m : (a,m) = 1, om(a) = min{l : l > 0 and al ≡ 1(m)}

Now, let's see why these two de�nitions are equivalent. The set on the
right is just all values l such that al ≡ 1(m). We then take the smallest
positive member of this set. So, we take the smallest positive value l such
that al ≡ 1(m), exactly what we had stated as the de�nition of the order in
the �rst part.

De�nition 4.1.3. Third De�nition of Order.

om(a) = k if ak ≡ 1(m) and ∀i : 0 < i < k, ai 6≡ 1(m)

Let's now discuss why the second and third de�nitions are equivalent. If
l is the smallest positive value such that al ≡ 1(m), then certainly for all
smaller positive values i, ai 6≡ 1(m). Similarly, if k is positive and ak ≡ 1(m)
and for all smaller values i, ai 6≡ 1(m), then k is the smallest such positive
value.

It's now worth to discuss why we made the restriction (a,m) = 1. A
question one should naturally ask themselves if the concept of order makes
sense in other cases. However, we can see that the restriction is actually
quite essential, because if (a,m) = d > 1, then there is no positive value l
such that al ≡ 1(m).

Theorem 4.1.4. (a,m) = d > 1⇒ ∀l > 0, al 6≡ 1(m)
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Proof. We leave this as an exercise. But just to prove that we actually know
the proof, we add hints to the solution as a footnote. You really should try
to solve them by yourself beforehand. 2

4.1.1 Looking for the Order

There is something important to remember when looking for the order, and
that is that the order acts as a period for the powers of a number. In other
words, if, as usual we take (a,m) = 1 and we consider,

1, a, a2, a3, a4 . . . al . . . , modulo m

There will be a repetition at some point, where al ≡ an(m), simply be-
cause there are only �nitely many values in the reduced residue system mod-
ulo m. Now, we have:

al+1 = an+1

al+2 = an+2

and so on. Therefore, the powers of a modulo m are periodic. We claim that
the om(a) = k is exactly the length of the period of these powers. To prove
this, assume to the contrary that there are two numbers in the list above
such that al ≡ an(m) and 0 ≤ n < l ≤ k. But this will imply that:

m | al − an ⇒ m | (al−n − 1)(an)⇒ m | al−n − 1

Where the last implication follows from the fact that (a,m) = 1. This is a
contradiction with the de�nition of the order because it implies al−n ≡ 1(m)
and we assumed that 0 < l − n < l ≤ k. So, this means that among the
residue classes,

1, a, a2, a3, a4 . . . , ak−1

each value is distinct!

Since we have ak ≡ 1(m) it follows that the new period begins now, since
ak+1 ≡ a(m), ak+1 ≡ a2(m) and so on...

2One direction of the implication follows from the fact that ak ≡ 1(m) ⇒ (ak, m) =
1⇒ (a, m) = 1. The other direction follows because we're looking for the smallest element

in a set of positive numbers, which will exist if and only if the set is non-empty, but if we

assume (a, m) = 1, we have aφ(m) ≡ 1(m), so the set is non-empty
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4.2 Properties of Order

Theorem 4.2.1. Properties of Order. The following are equivalent,

1. om(a) = k

2. a has k distinct powers modulo m

3. al ≡ 1(m)⇔ k | m

Lemma 4.2.2. Property 1. ⇔ Property 2.

a has om(a) distinct powers modulo m

Proof. We just showed this theorem in the previous section. We showed the
powers of a are periodic modulo om(a) and that each value in a given period
is distinct.

Lemma 4.2.3. Property 2. ⇔ Property 3.

al ≡ 1(m)⇔ om(a) | l

Proof. Assume that al ≡ 1(m). Let k be om(a). Because of the Division
Algorithm we can write l = kq + r such that r < k. Our equation becomes

akq+r ≡ 1(m)

Using the rules of exponents we transform our equation as follows

akq+r ≡ akqar ≡ (ak)qar ≡ 1ar ≡ ar

Since akq+r ≡ 1 ≡ ar we see that ar ≡ 1. Since r is less than the order k we
know that ar ≡ 1 implies that r = 0. If r = 0 then l = kq and therefore k | l.
Now we assume that our order k | l. By the de�nition of divides this implies
l = kq. This implies

al ≡ akq

Manipulating the exponents we get

al ≡ (ak)q
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Since the order of a is k we see that

al ≡ 11 ≡ 1

We can use the Euler Fermat theorem to show a special case.

om(a) | φ(m)

This follows from the fact that aφ(m) ≡ 1(m). When we are trying to �nd
the order of an element modulo m we only need to check divisors of φ(m).

4.2.1 A Very Important Theorem

Theorem 4.2.4. The Great Order Theorem If om(a) = k,

om(ai) =
k

(i, k)

Proof : Let om(a) = k. Consider om(ai). If (ai)l = 1 we know that k | il.
We are looking for the smallest possible l that satis�es (ai)l ≡ 1.

ail ≡ 1⇐⇒ k | il

Additionally

k | il⇐⇒ k

(i, k)
| l

Obviously
k

(i, k)
| k

(i, k)

and that the smallest number that a number divides is itself. Thus our
smallest possible l is

l =
k

(i, k)

And by assumption (ai)l ≡ 1 so l must be the order because it is the smallest
number that satis�es the congruence.
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4.2.2 Primitive Roots

In the beginning of the section, we showed something very interesting. We
showed that for all a such that (a, 100) = 1(m), a20 ≡ 1(100). The real
importance of this statement is that it really showed us the limitations of
Euler-Fermat. Not only was Euler-Fermat not the smallest power we need
to raise any a to in order to make it equivalent to 1 modulo 100, but it was
not the smallest power for ANY a. This raises a natural question. For which
bases m are there numbers g such that om(g) = φ(m). 3

De�nition 4.2.5. Primitive Root. Given a base m, a number g such that
(a, g) = 1, g is called a primitive root if the order of g modulo m is φ(m).

Theorem 4.2.6. Let (g,m) = 1. The following are equivalent:

1. g is a primitive root modulo m. (om(g) = φ(m))

2. g has φ(m) distinct powers.

3. gn ≡ 1(m) ⇔ φ(m) | n.

4. Every element of the reduced residue system modulo m is a power of g

4.5 ∀ a : (a,m) = 1, ∃i : gi ≡ a(m).

Proof. We will break this long expression into several steps.

Lemma 4.2.7. Property 1. ⇔ Property 2. ⇔ Property 3.

Proof. This Lemma follows as a special case of Theorem 4.2.1, where we
let om(g) = φ(m).

Lemma 4.2.8. Property 2. ⇔ Property 4.

Proof. We will �rst show Property 2. ⇒ Property 4.

Assume g has φ(m) many distinct powers modulo m. Notice that,

3At this point in the lecture, someone started to giggle. When Csaba demanded to

know why, the student pointed to the board. He then explained what OMG meant.

Csaba exclaimed: �Omigod, it's a primitive root.�
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(g,m) = 1⇒ (gk,m) = 1,∀k ∈ N (4.1)

Therefore, all the powers of g are reduced residue classes modulom. Since
g has φ(m) many distinct powers modulo m (since we assume Property 2.),
and they are all reduced residue classes (by Equation (4.1)) and there are
only φ(m) many reduced residue classes modulo m (by the de�nition of φ),
each reduced residue class corresponds to a power of g modulo m.

We will now show that Property 4. ⇒ Property 2.

We assume that ever element of the reduced residue class modulo m is a
power of g. Therefore, there are at least φ(m) distinct powers of g modulo m.

On the other hand, by Equation (4.1), since all the powers of g are in
reduced residue classes modulo m, there can, at most, be φ(m) of them.

From these two statements, it follows clearly that there exactly φ(m)
distinct powers of g modulo m.

Lemma 4.2.9. Property 4. ⇔ Property 4.5.

Proof. To show this condition, it is su�cient to notice that the condition
(a,m) = 1 is equivalent with the condition that a is a reduced residue class
modulo m.

With this, we have shown all the steps we need for the full theorem.

4.3 Using Order

Theorem 4.3.1. Existence of Primitive Root There exists a primitive
root modulo m if and only if m = pα or 2pα where p is an odd prime, or if
m = 2 or 4.

We will prove the case when m = p.
The end result of all this math is going to be proving that there always

exists a primitive root modulo p. First we are going to notice a few things
that will help us. We will use the following fact a little bit later on
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Lemma 4.3.2. For any number n =
∑
d|n

φ(d)

Since the notation is a little bit confusing I will give an example where
n = 6. ∑

d|6

φ(d) = φ(1) + φ(2) + φ(3) + φ(6) = 1 + 1 + 2 + 2 = 6

Proof. We consider the fractions,

1

n
,

2

n
, · · · , n

n
(4.2)

We now reduce each to lowest terms,

a1

d1

,
a2

d2

, · · · , an
dn

(4.3)

Now, what can we say about each of the terms in Equation (4.3)? We
know that:

(ai, di) = 1 (4.4)

0 < ai ≤ di (4.5)

di | n (4.6)

Where (4.4) follows from the fact that the fractions are in lowest terms,
(4.5) follows since all of our original fractions were greater than 0 and did
not exceed 1 and (4.6) is due to the fact that the denominator was originally
n and was simpli�ed to di by dividing it by some number.

Let's examine how many times a given di appears as the denominator of
one of the fractions in (4.3). By (4.6), we know that if di appears at all,
di | n. So, �x a di such that di divides n, and let's �nd how many times it
appears as a denominator of one of the fractions in (4.3).

The �rst observation is that the number of times it appears as a denomi-
nator can not exceed φ(di) because of (4.4) and (4.5) since these two together
ensure that the numerator is a distinct reduced residue class each time it ap-
pears. Now, let us take any a such that (a, di) = 1 and 0 < a ≤ di and see if
the fraction a/di appears in (4.3). Observe the following,
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a

di
=
a ∗ n

di

n
(4.7)

Since the fraction in the left hand side (4.7) is positive and does not
exceed one, if the nominator of the right hand side is an integer, it appears
as a term in (4.2). Since di|n, this is the case. Therefore, for each a such
that 0 < a ≤ di and (a, di) = 1, a/di appears as a term in (4.3). So, each
di > 0 such that di|n appears as a denominator in (4.3) at least φ(di) many
times. Combining this with the previous reasoning, we have that it appears
exactly φ(di) many times. Since this is true for each di such that di | n and
there are n total terms in (4.3), the sum of all φ(di) where di | n is n 4.

4.4 Proof of the Existence of a Primitive Root

In this section we will prove not only that a primitive root exists modulo a
prime, but we will also show a much stronger statement.

Theorem 4.4.1. Let p be a prime. For any d | p− 1, there are exactly φ(d)
many distinct reduced residue classes modulo p of order φ(d). As a special
case, there are φ(p− 1) primitive roots.

Lemma 4.4.2. If om(a) = d and om(b) = d then there exists i ∈ N such that
b ≡ ai(m).

Proof. Assume that there exists a and b such that om(a) = om(b) = d. This
implies that a and b are both roots of the polynomial:

xd − 1 (4.8)

Notice that if a is a root of this equation, then so are a, a2, a3 . . . ad−1

because:

ad − 1 ≡ 0(m)⇒
(
ak
)d − 1 ≡

(
ad
)k − 1 ≡ 1k − 1 ≡ 0(m)

By the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra, we know that Polynomial (4.8)
has at most d distinct roots modulo m. Since a, a2, a3 . . . ad−1 are all roots

4At this point, Csaba throw some chalk at the board, as he sees this as a reasonable

substitute for pointing. He threw it with his right hand, but caught in with his left. I was

speci�cally instructed to include this point
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and are distinct modulo m (since the order of a is d), so they are all the
roots. We had earlier that b is also a root, therefore it must be equivalent to
one of the powers of a modulo m. This proves the statement.

Lemma 4.4.3. If we have one element of order d then we must have φ(d)
elements of order d.

Proof. Let a be an element of order d modulo m. By Lemma (4.4.2), we
can express all elements of order d as ai where 0 < i < d. Now, we need to
�nd out how many of these numbers ai have order d.

By The Great Order Theorem (Theorem 4.2.4) if om(a) = d,

om(ai) = d⇐⇒ (d, i) = 1

Since all the elements of order d are of the form ai and there are exactly
φ(d) many i such that om(ai) = d, there are exactly φ(d) many elements of
order d.

Now, with these lemmas, we return to the proof of Theorem (4.3.1)
where m is a prime, p. We are going to de�ne a new function Ψ(d) that
counts the number of of elements of order d. Above we noted that if there is
one element of order d then we can �nd φ(d) many total elements of order d.
This implies that Ψ(d) is either equal to 0 or φ(d). In symbols

Ψ(d) = |{a|o(a) = d}| = 0 or φ(d)

Let's �gure out a few things about the function Ψ(d). We know that every
reduced residue class has an order that divides p− 1. We also know that we
have p− 1 reduced residue classes. Thus if we sum the values of Ψ(d) for all
values of d | p − 1 we are actually summing all the reduced residue classes
(because each class is counted exactly once when d is its order). Therefore,

p− 1 =
∑
d|p−1

Ψ(d) (4.9)

By the de�nition of Ψ(d) it is easy to see that Ψ(d) ≤ φ(d), so,
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∑
d|p−1

Ψ(d) ≤
∑
d|p−1

φ(d) = p− 1 (4.10)

Where the �nal equality follows from Lemma (4.4.2). Combining (4.9)
and (4.10), we have:

p− 1 =
∑
d|p−1

Ψ(d) ≤
∑
d|p−1

φ(d) = p− 1 (4.11)

Since the values on the left and right are the same, we get,∑
d|p−1

Ψ(d) =
∑
d|p−1

φ(d) (4.12)

Now, notice that Ψ(d) ≤ φ(d) for all d. So how can such an equality
happen? Only if Ψ(d) = φ(d) for each d. Therefore, by the de�nition of
Ψ(d), for each d that divides p− 1 there are φ(d) reduced residue classes of
order d modulo p.

4.5 Properties of Primitive Roots

Theorem 4.5.1. The congruence xn ≡ a(p) has a solution if and only if

a
p−1

(n,p−1) ≡ 1(p).

Assume that xn ≡ a(p). Raising both sides to the same power we get

(xn)
p−1

(p−1,n) ≡ a
p−1

(p−1,n)

Let n
(n,p−1)

= n′ and note that n′ is an integer. Rewrite

(xn)
p−1

(p−1,n) = xn
′(p−1)

By Euler Fermat we know that xp−1 ≡ 1 and by noting that 1n
′

= 1 we see
that

a
p−1

(p−1,n) ≡ xn
′(p−1) ≡ 1

Now we will prove the statement in the other direction. Assume that

a
p−1

(p−1,n) ≡ 1(p)
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By the de�nition of order we know that

op(a) | p− 1

(p− 1, n)

We know there exists a primitive root, g, modulo a prime so we can write
a = gk. By Theorem 4.2.4 op(a) = op(g)

(op(g),k)
. Since op(g) = p− 1, we arrive at

p− 1

(p− 1, k)
| p− 1

(p− 1, n)

This is true if and only if

(p− 1, n) | (p− 1, k)⇔ (p− 1, n) | k

Now if we can prove the following lemma we are done.

Lemma 4.5.2. There exists a solution to xn ≡ a(p) if and only if (n, p−1) | k
where a = gk. 5

Proof Assume that xn ≡ a(p) and that g is a primitive root. We have
already proven that we can always �nd a primitive root modulo a prime
number. Since g is primitive, we can write a = gk and x = gi. Substituting
these values we get (gi)n = gk(p) or by using exponent rules

gin ≡ gk(p)

Two powers of an element are the same if and only if they are divisible
by the order. If gin ≡ gk we can manipulate it using algebra to relate it to
order. Divide to get gin

gk
≡ 1. This implies then gin−k ≡ 1. Therefore

op(g) | in− k

Because the order of a primitive root is p− 1 we see that

in ≡ k(p− 1)

Theorem 3.10.1 concerning linear congruences tells us that there exists a
solution if and only if (n, p− 1) | k.

5During this paragraph, Csaba once again threw some chalk at the board. Unfortu-

nately, he missed the rebound and the chalk crashed to the ground and broke into a million

pieces. I was speci�cally instructed not to include this.
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4.5.1 An Observation about Computability

This is a good time to make an observation about these proofs we've been
making. Notice that if we were doing these proofs with real numbers instead
of abstract variables, we would have been using real numbers for a and m,
but we would have no knowledge of either the primitive root g or the power,
k such that gk ≡ a(m), they are theoretical tools we use to prove concrete
concepts. There are a few good reasons for why these numbers have to be
kept theoretical. In general it is hard to �nd a primitive root modulo a given
number. It is, for that matter, even hard to give good bounds for how small a
primitive root can be (it is fairly easy to show that there must be a primitive
root less than square root of the modulus, but this bound is not very good).

Another, some might say, more critical problem, is the fact that even
if g, a and m are known, it is computationally hard to �nd k such that
gk ≡ a(m). Well, the previous statement is half true, to be honest. It is
believed to be hard, because the best algorithms are not very e�cient, but
discrete logarithm has not been shown to be NP-complete. It does, however,
provide the basis for a famous cryptosystem El-Gamal and one of the earliest
way to exchange secret keys through Di�e-Hellman Key Exchange. In the
end of this section, there is an appendix on the Di�e-Hellman Key Exchange
protocol as well as the assumptions used in it.

4.6 Order and Prime Numbers

Now that we have learned the concept of order we can revisit some of our
favorite theorems about prime numbers and prove a few new ones.

More Fermat Numbers We will now examine the Fermat numbers using
order. Recall that Fermat numbers are of the form Fn = 22n + 1. Choose a
prime divisor p such that p | Fn. By our divisibility rules this implies

p | Fn(Fn − 2)

By de�nition this is equal to

p | (22n + 1)(22n − 1) = 22n+1 − 1
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This is where we can use order. Since 22n+1 ≡ 1(p) we see that the order of
2 must divide 2n+1. In symbols

op(2) | 2n+1

The only numbers that divide powers of 2 are smaller powers of 2 so we know
that

op(2) = 2i where i ≤ n+ 1

Again using the notion of order we see that

p | 22i − 1

This number is equivalent to Fi − 2. Remember that when we proved that
the Fermat numbers are relatively prime, we creatively factored Fn − 2.

p | 22i − 1 = Fi−1Fi−2 · · ·F2F1F0

By assumption we know that

p | Fn+1 − 2 = FnFn−1 · · ·F2F1F0

To �nd the order we must look for the smallest possible value of i. We
know that p | Fn and that because Fermat numbers are relatively prime p - Fk
unless n = k. We are looking for the smallest value of i such that p | Fi − 2.
Thus we set Fi−1 = Fn. Therefore n+ 1 = i. This tells us that

op(2) = 2n+1

Since the order of an element modulo p always divides φ(p) we see that

2n+1 | p− 1

By the de�nition of divides we see that

k2n+1 = p− 1

Using some good old algebra we get that k2n+1 + 1 = p. Since we have
already assumed that p | Fn we we know that all Fermat numbers have a
prime divisor of the form k2l+1 +1. We can use this fact in our favorite proof.

Theorem 4.6.1. There are in�nitely many primes of the form k2l+1 where
l is a �xed number.
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Proof: Consider the Fermat numbers

Fl, Fl+1, · · · , Fn

From our earlier de�nition of a Fermat number we know that Fl = 22l +1. Fl
has a prime divisor of the form k2l+1+1. We can rewrite this as 2k′2l+1. We
have found one prime divisor of the form k2l+1. By the same logic, k2l+2 +1
is a prime divisor of Fl+1. We know that all Fermat numbers are relatively
prime so each of these primes is unique. Hence we have found in�nitely many
primes of the form k2l + 1 since there are in�nitely many Fermat numbers.

Theorem 4.6.2. There are, still, in�nitely many primes.

Assume that we have a �nite list of prime numbers, p1, p2, · · · , pk and
that p is the largest prime. Consider the number 2p − 1. Since 2p ≡ 1(q)
we know that oq(2) | p. From the Euler-Fermat Theorem we know that
2q−1 = 1. From the de�nition of a prime we know that oq(2) = 1 or p. If
we let oq(2) = 1, this implies 21 ≡ 1(q) and therefore q | 2 − 1. But there
is no prime that divides 1 so oq(2) = p. This implies that p | q − 1 because
we know om(a) | φ(m) from Theorem 4.2.3. This shows that q is larger than
p. Since we assumed p was the largest prime, q must be a new prime not on
the original list.

Lemma 4.6.3. For all integers a and k, k | φ(ak − 1).

Let ak − 1 = m. Well it's obvious that m | ak − 1. And then just using
the de�nition of congruent we see that ak ≡ 1(m). And using the properties
of order om(a) | k. Now we claim that om(a) = k. Assume the order of a is
i. If i < k then ai − 1 < ak − 1 just because we are using normal numbers.
The order can't be smaller than k because if it is

ak ≡ 1(m) and ai ≡ 1(m)

This implies
ai − 1 ≡ 0(m) and ak − 1 ≡ 0(m)

This cannot happen unless i = k. A smaller number ai−1 which is between 0
andm cannot be equivalent to 0 modulom. From the Euler Fermat Theorem
we know that aφ(m) ≡ 1(m). Since we have proven k is the order we know
that k | φ(m). Substituting we complete the proof that k | φ(ak − 1).
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Lemma 4.6.4. If p | φ(m) and p - m then there exists a divisor of m called
q of the form kp+ 1.

Proof: Let m = Πpαii . Then using the formula to calculate φ(p) which I
don't think is in the book yet unfortunately we get

φ(m) =
∏
p|m

(pα − pα−1)

Since p - m we know that p 6= qi. We know that a prime divides a product if
and only if it divides one of the terms. So

p | qi − 1

p | qi − 1 =⇒ pk + 1 = qi

This doesn't make sense to me any more. Now we will use this lemma that
wasn't very cool all by itself to prove our favorite theorem.

Theorem 4.6.5. There are in�nitely many primes of the form kp+1, where
p is a �xed prime.

Proof: Assume that p1, p2, · · · pt are the only primes of the form kp + 1.
Let

N = (pp1p2 · · · pt)p − 1

This N has a prime divisor, q, of the form q = kp+ 1.

p | φ(N)

and
p - N

It is easy to show that p - N . If we assume p | N we reach a contradiction.
We know that

p | (pp1 · · · pt)p

so this implies p | 1. No prime numbers divide 1. Now we will show that
p | φ(N) Let N = ap − 1 where a = pp1 · · · pt. Lemma 4.6.3 tells us that

k | φ(ap − 1)

Substituting we get that p | φ(N) Therefore there exists a q | N such that
q = kp + 1. This is a new prime not on our list. Don't forget to check that
N 6= ±1, 0 because then we can not write it as a product of primes.
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4.7 Computations Using Order

I'm not sure the following part is necessary for the book, it is at least not
good in it's current state.

Example Solve the problems

1. op(2) = 8

2. op(3) = 5

3. op(2) = 6

Based on the examples we might ask when we can �nd a p such that
op(k) = n. Assume that n > 2. Why? What goes wrong when the order is
2? k2 ≡ 1(p). 22 ≡ 1(3) 32 ≡ 1(2) For all primes p2 ≡ 1(2) since they are
odd.

Lemma 4.7.1. There exists a p that satis�es op(k) = n except when k = 2
and n = 6.

op(k) = 2 This implies p | k2 − 1 or p | (k + 1)(k − 1).

Example Prove that n - 2n − 1

Table: Powers of 15 Mod 23 Even though most calculations have fun
tricks to make them quick and easy, �nding the order of an element does not.
We will make a table of the powers of 15 modulo 23 and refer back to it in
future problems to minimize the amount of boring math.

(
151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 1510 1511 1512

15 18 −6 2 7 3 11 4 14 3 −1 −15

)
(

1513 1514 1515 1516 1517 1518 1519 1520 1521 1522 1523

5 6 −2 −7 10 −11 −4 −14 −3 1 0

)
Now that we have our table we will use it in a few examples. From our

table we can see that o23(15) = 22. Example: Living life Mod 23 We are
going to solve binomial congruences modulo 23 using our table. We will solve

x82 ≡ 300(23)
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First we can simplify the equation by noticing that 300 ≡ 1(23) and 82 ≡
16(22). Thus

x16 ≡ 1(23)

We know that 15 is a primitive root because of our table. Rewrite 1 as 150

and since 15 is a primitive root we can write x as a power of 15. Thus

15k16 ≡ 150(23)

Since the bases in our equation are both 15 we only need to examine the
exponents modulo φ(23). Or what value of k satis�es

k16 ≡ 0(22)

This true if and only if
k8 ≡ 0(11)

Now we are going to use the fact that 15 is a primitive root. We know that
if g is a primitive root

g
p−1
2 ≡ −1(p)

So
15

23−1
2

(1511)2 ≡ 1

1511 6≡ 1 since 23 is a primitive root. So in the end if k = 0 then this tells us
that our only solution is

116 ≡ 1(23)

Just for fun let's do another example since it is important to understand
how to solve these problems. Which values of x satisfy the congruence

x28 ≡ 12(23)

Looking at our table we know that 12 = 1518 and since 15 is a primitive root
x = 15i. Thus we are trying to solve

(15i)28 ≡ 1518

or just simplifying 1528i ≡ 1518(22). Since both bases are 15 we can simply
examine the exponents modulo φ(23). There is a solution to the equation if
and only if

28i ≡ 18(22)
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Theorem 3.10.1 tells us that there exists a solution to this congruences if and
only if (m, a) | b. Notice that (22, 28) | 18 so we know we have a solution.
We can simplify our congruence to

14i ≡ 9(11)

But since 3 ≡ 14(11) we have

3i ≡ 9(11)

Since 3 and 11 are relatively prime we can divide both sides by 3 according
to ? Thus i ≡ 3(11). If we go back to considering our equation modulo 22
we note that i ≡ 14(22) is also a solution. Finally we must look at our chart
again to �gure out what 153 and 1514 are equivalent to modulo 23. We see
that x ≡ 16 or x ≡ 6.

What if we are trying to solve 15k16 ≡ 3(23)? This is equivalent to

k16 ≡ 3(22)

There is no solution because (16, 22) - 3.

4.7.1 Problems Concerning Order

1. Let p > 2 be prime, (a, p) = 1, and suppose that ak is a primitive root
mod p for some k > 0 . Prove that a itself is a primitive root.

2. Prove that q | 2p − 1 implies kq = 2p − 1.

4.8 Appendix: Di�e-Hellman Key Exchange

Cryptography is a fun avenue in which to be exposed to the intricacies of
Number Theory. The Di�e-Hellman Key Exchange protocol is often credited
as the �rst way to share a secret over an unsecured channel. This claim
is somewhat hyperbolic, as there have been both established and claimed
instances of public key cryptography in classi�ed instances, but it is de�nitely
the �rst one that was released to the academic community that recieved
considerable scrutiny. The essence of the protocol relies on the following
assumption.
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De�nition 4.8.1. The Computational Di�e-Hellman Assumption

Take a cyclic group of order m and g a random generator of this group. Take
random values a and b ∈ {0, . . . p− 1}. Given the values g, q, ga and gb, it is
hard to compute gab.

There is also an easier, related assumption:

De�nition 4.8.2. The Decisional Di�e-Hellman Assumption

Take a cyclic group of order m which satis�es certain properties and g a
random generator of this group. Take random values a and b ∈ {0, . . . p−1}.
Given the values g, q, ga and gb it is hard to distinguish gab from a random
string.

The Decisional Di�e-Hellman assumption is only assumed to be computa-
tionally hard in certain groups, which we will not go further in depth about
these groups here, but they are not hard to generate, one just has to exercise
some care in selecting the group.

Now, we will describe the Di�e-Hellman Key Exchange Protocol. An im-
portant thing to note here is that while it is called a Key Exchange Protocol,
the output is not a traditional key for any system, it is a shared secret. At the
end of this protocol, both parties, Alice and Bob will share a value gab which
is unknown to any evesdropper Eve. The degree to which it is unknown to
Eve depends on which of the above assumptions we believe.

De�nition 4.8.3. Di�e-Hellman Key Exchange

1. Alice and Bob agree on a prime p and g a primitive root of its reduced
residue system.

2. Alice generates a← {0, . . . p− 1} randomly

3. Bob generates b← {0, . . . p− 1} randomly

4. Alice sends Bob ga(p)

5. Bob sends Alice gb(p)

Now, notice who has who. Alice, Bob and Eve all have {p, g, ga, gb}, since
these were transferred publically. However, Alice has a and Bob has b. With
these, they both can calculate gab with:
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(ga)b = gab and
(
gb
)a

= gab

So, both parties have gab(m), but Eve does not, if we assume the Compu-
tational Di�e-Hellman Assumption . Now, we might want to say that Eve is
not able to gather any more information about gab then she would if instead
of being given ga and gb, she had been given random bits of information. For
this we would have needed to use the Decisional Di�e-Hellman Assumption,
but the cyclic group of size p which we used here in the protocol is not a
good one for this assumption. However, instead of naively chosing p and
the reduced residue classes modulo p as our cyclic group, if we had chosen
a more sophisticated one which the Decisional Di�e-Hellman Assumption is
believed to be valued for, we could do the exact same protocol and be lead
to the same conclusion.
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Quadratic Residues

The focus of the last section was order. It was the soul of everything and
gave some very good insight into Number Theory. We learned such beautiful
theorems as the fact that the reduced residue system is cyclic under multi-
plication and we gave strict numbers for how many numbers of a given order
exist. In this chapter we shift the focus from the general to the speci�c. One
of the biggest theorems we proved last time was that assuming (a, p) = 1,

xn ≡ a(p) has a solution ⇔ a
p−1

(n,p−1) ≡ 1(p) (5.1)

This is a very powerful theorem, but there are some very nice things we
can do if we focus our e�orts on a speci�c n. Instead of considering n as a
general number, this section will focus on �xing n as 2. This is a convenient
choice, because we now have the (n, p − 1) which appears in (5.1) �xed as
2, except in the exceptional case where p = 2. In this whole chapter we will
assume p is an odd prime, because the case when p = 2 will not be interesting.

Take (a, p) = 1, we are interested in when a can be expressed as the square
of another number modulo p. If it can, it is called a Quadratic Residue.

De�nition 5.0.4. Quadratic Residue Take p prime and a such that (a, p) =
1. Then, a is called a quadratic residue modulo p if the polynomial x2 ≡ a(p)
has a solution.

Equivalently, by (5.1):

a is a Quadratic Residue⇔ a
p−1
2 ≡ 1(p) (5.2)

79
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Let us �rst notice a very fundamental property about the number a
p−1
2 .

Lemma 5.0.5. Let (a, p) = 1. Then, a
p−1
2 ≡ ±1(p)

Proof. In this section we assume p > 2. Therefore, 1 and −1 occupy di�erent
residue classes mod p. By the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra, since these
two are distinct roots of the polynomial:

x2 − 1

modulo p, they are the only roots. Since,(
a
p−1
2

)2

≡ 1(p) (5.3)

a
p−1
2 is a root of the polynomial and therefore must be either 1 or −1.

So, notice that this means a
p−1
2 ≡ −1(p) if and only if a is not a quadratic

residue (we will call this a quadratic non-residue).

5.1 Legendre Symbol

The Legendre Symbol is just a fancy term for a function which tells you
whether or not a is a quadratic residue modulo p. It's not nearly as intimi-
dating as it looks.

De�nition 5.1.1. Legendre Symbol

(
a

p

)
=


0 if p | a
1 if a is a quadratic residue
−1 if a is a quadratic non-residue

Using the information we just derived, we can give another de�nition for
the Legendre Symbol. (

a

p

)
≡ a

p−1
2 (p) (5.4)

Theorem 5.1.2. Properties of the Legendre Symbol. The following
are some important facts about the Legendre Symbol.
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0. If a ≡ b(p),
(
a
p

)
=
(
b
p

)
1.
(
a
p

)(
b
p

)
=
(
ab
p

)
2.
(
a2

p

)
= 1

3.
(

1
p

)
= 1

4.
(
−1
p

)
= (−1)

p−1
2 =

{
−1 p ≡ 1(4)
1 p ≡ −1(4)

Proof. We will now prove each property separately,

Proof of Property 0.

Proof. If a is the root of a given polynomial modulo p and b is equivalent
to a modulo p, then b is also a root of that polynomial. Therefore, by the
de�nition of the Quadratic Residue, the two Legendre symbols are the same.

Proof of Property 1.

Proof. Notice that(
a

p

)(
b

p

)
≡ a

p−1
2 b

p−1
2 ≡ (ab)

p−1
2 ≡

(
ab

p

)
(p) (5.5)

Since we have p > 2 and the far right and far left sides of the above equality
are either 1 or −1, they are equivalent if and only if they are equal. Therefore,(

a

p

)(
b

p

)
=

(
ab

p

)
(5.6)

Proof of Property 2.

Proof. Since a is a root of the polynomial x2−a2, a2 is a quadratic residue.

Proof of Property 3.

Proof. Notice that 1 is a root of the polynomial x2 − 1
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Proof of Property 4.

Proof. The fourth statement follows from the fact that p−1
2

is even if p ≡ 1(4)
and it is odd if p ≡ −1(4).

All of these, however, are childrens' tricks. Easy observations that don't
reveal too much of the deep theory of quadratic residues. For that, we have
to go on to the hardest proof in the class.

5.2 Law of Quadratic Reciprocity

The law of quadratic reciprocity is a�ectionately called the �Flipping Rule�
by Csaba because it tells us what happens to the Legendre symbol when we
�ip it over. (

p

q

)
=


(
q
p

)
p or q ≡ 1(4)

−
(
q
p

)
p ≡ q ≡ 3(4)

This rule is very easy to use to solve problems once you see a few examples.
It is proving and understanding the rule that is the hard part. For example
we know that 3 and 7 are congruent to 3 modulo 4 so(

3

7

)
= −

(
7

3

)
If we consider 5 instead of 7 we get(

3

5

)
=

(
5

3

)
because 5 is congruent to 1 modulo 4. This unfortunately does not work
when our prime number happens to be 2. Life would be so much easier if
two was odd! But since it insists on being unique it gets it's own �ipping
rule.

Theorem 5.2.1. Flipping Rule for Two
(

2
p

)
= (−1)

p2−1
8 =

{
1 if p ≡ ±1(8)
−1 if p ≡ ±3(8)
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A nice fact is that p2−1
8

is always an integer when p is odd. An easy way

to see this is that p2−1
8

is the sum of all numbers from 1 to p−1
2

(Wonderful!).

Notice that the case when p = 2 is not interesting, the only element in
the reduced residue system modulo 2 is a quadratic residue. Always keep in
mind that the �ipping rule is only valid for p 6= 2.

5.3 Making Butter�ies

That's right, butter�ies. Who ever heard of butter�ies in a Number Theory
course? Now, you can proudly exclaim that you have. After this proof, you
will never be able to look at a kindergarten art class the same way again.

At this point, we will have to admit, this is going to be the hardest proof
in the course you're encouraged to understand. It begins with a few hard
lemmas that will seem useless and obscure, we will call them Does Not
Make Sense Lemmas or, DNMSL. If you get dizzy, just think about
butter�ies.

5.3.1 The Proof of the Flipping Rule

We're �rst going to construct a sequence of residue classes, just think of them
as numbers from 0 to p on a number line.

p0

Now we will de�ne a set we will de�ne a few sets that we will use through-

out the proof. Let V be all numbers not exceeding
p− 1

2
.

V = {1, 2, 3 · · · p− 1

2
} (5.7)

Lemma 5.3.1. Let a, b ∈ V and a 6= b. Then, p - a± b.

Proof. To see this proof, let's look at the set of all numbers a ± b can be.
These numbers are strictly greater than −p, strictly smaller than p and not
zero (since a 6= b). Therefore, p can not divide a± b.
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5.3.2 The Two Sets

Fix an element a such that (a, p) = 1 and consider the following set consisting
of the smallest positive residue classes of the elements avi:

aV = {a, 2a, 3a, · · · , p− 1

2
a (modulo p)} (5.8)

We're now going to show the values of aV on the number line.

p0 a 2a

Figure 5.1: The �rst couple of values

p0 a 2a 3a 4a5a 6a

Figure 5.2: Some more values

p0

Figure 5.3: The completed picture

Now, break the interval from 1 to p in two at
p

2
. Call the elements of aV

that fall on the left half s1, s2, . . . , sk and the elements that fall on the right
half r1, r2, . . . , rn. In other words:

S = {s1, s2, . . . , sk} =

{
x ∈ aV such that x ∈

[
1, . . . ,

p− 1

2

]}

R = {r1, r2, . . . , rn} =

{
x ∈ aV such that x ∈

[
p+ 1

2
, . . . , p− 1

]}
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p0

Figure 5.4: Divided in half

p0 2 sk1 r2 r3 ns ....... .......s s3 r1 4r r

Figure 5.5: Labeling the values

We will also illustrate this on the number line.

The �rst lemma we will show is that while we were �lling in the values
for aV in going from Figure (5.2) to (5.3), we never had two values overlap.
Looking at Figure (5.9), we can see that there are a total of n+k distinct val-
ues on the number line, and therefore, the statement to prove is equivalently

n+ k =
p− 1

2
.

Lemma 5.3.2. n+ k =
p− 1

2

Proof. We will show this by demonstrating that each element of aV is distinct
modulo p. To prove this, take v1, v2 ∈ V and assume av1 ≡ av2(p) with
v1 6= v2. This would imply that p | a(v1−v2). Since p is a prime, this implies
either p | a or p | v1 − v2. Both of these are impossible, the �rst, because we
assumed (a, p) = 1, and the second, by Lemma 5.3.1.

5.3.3 The Butter�y Lemma

Now, we begin with butter�ies. Did you ever make a butter�y in kinder-
garten by smearing paint on a sheet of paper, folding it in two and observing
the wonderful symmetry you just created. If so, you were clearly destined to
be a number theorist from a very early age.
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What we want to do, is take the set of numbers we had before in aV , and
like a child making a butter�y, fold the line in half at the point

p
2
and watch

where all the numbers leave their impressions once we unfold the paper.
What we claim, is that, if we colored the s values green and the r values red,
after folding and unfolding, the picture we have will be full of points EITHER
green or red, but NO point will have two colors. In yet other words, for each
value x in the set aV , the value p − x (which refers to the point the value
hits when the picture is folded), is not in aV .

nr

nrp-

sk

skp-

p0 21 r2 r3s ....... .......s s3 r1 4r

Figure 5.6: The impressions of two of the values after butter�y-folding

Lemma 5.3.3. The Butter�y Lemma x ∈ aV ⇒ p− x 6∈ aV

Proof. Assume to the contrary that there exist v1, v2 ∈ V such that v1 6= v2,
av1 ≡ x(p) and av2 ≡ p−x(p). This would imply p | a(v1 +v2). However, we
know (a, p) = 1 by the construction of aV and p - v1 + v2 by Lemma 5.3.1.
Since p is a prime, this shows that p - a(v1 + v2) .

Instead of considering the r's and the s's, let's consider the p − r's and
the s's. The next equation is going to be the foundation for the rest of the
proof.

Lemma 5.3.4.

{s1, s2, · · · , sk, p− r1, p− r2, · · · , p− rn} = {1, 2, · · · , p− 1

2
} (5.9)

Proof. If we can show that the left hand side of the equality has p−1
2

distinct
positive values under p

2
, the proof will be completed.
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1. By The Butter�y Lemma (5.3.3), we have that the size of the set
on the left is the same as the size of the set:

{s1, s2, · · · , sk, r1, r2 · · · , rn} (5.10)

By Lemma (5.3.2) we have the size of this set equal to
p− 1

2
.

2. We have that s ∈ S ⇒ s ∈ [1, . . . p−1
2

] and r ∈ R ⇒ p− r ∈ [1, . . . p−1
2

]
by the de�nitions of the sets.

Combining these two facts, we get the statement from the beginning of
the proof, proving the lemma.

This brings us up to the �rst dreaded DNMSL. Just understand the
statement of the proof, and try to follow all the steps, they really aren't that
hard, just bizarre.

Lemma 5.3.5. DNMSL 1.

(
a

p

)
= (−1)n

Notice that this is truly a bizarre statement, we're talking about how the
quadratic residuosity of a number is related to the number of points in aV
which fall to the right of p

2
. My head hurts.

Proof. Take the equality we had earlier:

{1, 2, · · · , p− 1

2
} = {s1, s2, · · · , sk, p− r1, p− r2, · · · , p− rn} (5.11)

And multiply all the elements in each side to get the equality:

1 ∗ 2 · · · p− 1

2
= s1s2 · · · sk(p− r1)(p− r2) · · · (p− rn) (5.12)

Reducing everything modulo p we get(
p− 1

2

)
! ≡ (−1)ns1s2 · · · skr1r2 · · · rn(p) (5.13)
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Aha! But we have another way of calculating the product on the right
hand side of this equation... Since aV = {s1, s2, . . . sk, r1, r2, . . . rn}, we use
(5.8) to obtain:

a ∗ 2a · · · p− 1

2
a ≡ s1s2 · · · skr1r2 · · · rn(p)⇒ (5.14)

a
p−1
2

(
p− 1

2

)
! ≡ s1s2 · · · skr1r2 · · · rn(p) (5.15)

Let us combine Equations (5.13) and (5.15) by substitution. Together
they imply, (

p− 1

2

)
! ≡ (−1)na

p−1
2

(
p− 1

2

)
!(p) (5.16)

Observe that, ((
p− 1

2

)
!, p

)
= 1 (5.17)

since each element in the product in the factorial is positive and smaller
than p with p a prime. We can therefore, divide both sides in (5.16) by the
common factorial, which yields,

1 ≡ (−1)na
p−1
2 ⇒ (5.18)

(−1)n ≡ (−1)2na
p−1
2 ≡

[
(−1)2

]n
a
p−1
2 ≡ a

p−1
2 ≡

(
a

p

)
(p) (5.19)

Notice that the values on the far left and far right above can only be 1
or −1. Since these values are distinct modulo p (as p > 2), they will be
equivalent if and only if they are equal. Therefore,

(−1)n =

(
a

p

)
(5.20)

Lemma 5.3.6. DNMSL 2.

(
a

p

)
= (−1)t where t =

p−1
2∑
i=1

[
ia

p

]
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Csaba refers to this lemma as the one that made him want to quit Num-
ber Theory. Thankfully, when he heard it, he wasn't in Number Theory, so
he wasn't able to quit.

However, as intimidating as it sounds, there is some rhyme to t. Notice
that the numerator of each term of the sum:

p−1
2∑
i=1

[
ai

p

]
(5.21)

corresponds to the elements of aV . Taking the integer part is related to the
previous sets we de�ned since if we call the division algorithm:

avi = pb+ c (5.22)

We will have:

b =

[
avi
p

]
(5.23)

and the c value will be the residue of avi modulo p, which corresponds to
either one of the r or s values we de�ned before.

Proof. In the previous section, we looked at the product of the elements of
aV . For the proof of this lemma, we will consider their sum.

a+ 2a+ 3a+ . . .+

(
p− 1

2

)
a = a

(
p2 − 1

8

)
(5.24)

Now, as we stated in (5.22), we can write each element avi as a
′b′ (5.23)

term multiplied by p, and either an s or r value. Since all s and r values
correspond to the residue of a DISTINCT (Lemma (5.3.2)) element of aV , if
we take the sum of all the residues of the elements of aV , we get exactly the
sum of the s and r values. So, summing (5.22) for all 0 < i ≤ p−1

2
,

a+ 2a+ 3a+ . . .+

(
p− 1

2

)
a =

p−1
2∑
i=1

p

[
ai

p

]
+

k∑
j=1

sj +
n∑
l=1

rl (5.25)
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Now, we can call Lemma (5.3.4) once again. Summing the terms on both
sides of the equality, we get:

k∑
j=1

sj +
n∑
l=1

(p− rl) = 1 + 2 + 3 + . . .+
p− 1

2
=
p2 − 1

8
(5.26)

Rewriting the left hand side of (5.25), we get:

p−1
2∑
i=1

p

[
ai

p

]
+

k∑
j=1

sj +
n∑
l=1

rl = a+ 2a+ 3a+ . . .+ a

(
p− 1

2

)
= a

(
p2 − 1

8

)
(5.27)

We can subtract (5.26) from (5.27) in order to get:

(a− 1)

(
p2 − 1

8

)
=

p−1
2∑
i=1

p

[
ai

p

]
+ 2

n∑
j=1

rj − np (5.28)

Let's �rst handle the case where a = 2.

5.3.4 Proof of Flipping Rule for 2

Proof. In this case, we take (5.28) mod 2. Notice for all 0 < i ≤ p−1
2
,[

2i

p

]
= 0 (5.29)

because the fraction is positive but is less than one. Next make the observa-
tions that:

2
n∑
j=1

rj ≡ 0(2) and, (5.30)

np ≡ n(2) since p is odd (5.31)

Combining (5.28), (5.29), (5.30) and (5.31), we get:

p2 − 1

8
≡ 0 + 0− n ≡ (−1)n ≡ n(2) (5.32)
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Now, we are almost done with a = 2. By (5.32) and the fact that when
raising −1 to an integer power, we only care about the integer's value mod
2, we have,

(−1)
p2−1

8 = (−1)n (5.33)

Which, when combined with the �rst DNMSL (Lemma (5.3.5)) yields,

(−1)
p2−1

8 = (−1)n =

(
2

p

)
(5.34)

5.3.5 The Case when a 6= 2

First make the observation that we may assume a is odd without loss of
generality. The reason for this, is that if a is even, we can consider the
equivalent problem for a + p, which will be odd, since we assume p to be
an odd prime. Since a and a + p are equivalent mod p, they have the same
Legendre symbol (Property 0.).

Since a is odd, a− 1 is even. Remember that we have assumed that p is
odd, and therefore considering (5.28) modulo 2, we achieve:

0 ≡

p−1
2∑
i=1

[
ai

p

]
− n(2)⇒ (5.35)

n ≡

p−1
2∑
i=1

[
ai

p

]
≡ t(2) (5.36)

Therefore,

(−1)t = (−1)n =

(
a

p

)
(5.37)

5.3.6 The Big Proof

Now, using our two Does Not Make Sense Lemmas we will �nish the
proof of the Flipping Rule. What we need to remember for this section is
the following. Assume p and q are odd primes. By Lemma (5.3.6),
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(
q

p

)
= (−1)t where t =

p−1
2∑
i=1

[
qi

p

]
. (5.38)

And similarly,

(
p

q

)
= (−1)u where u =

q−1
2∑
i=1

[
pi

q

]
. (5.39)

What we want to show is that:(
p

q

)(
q

p

)
= (−1)(

p−1
2 )( q−1

2 ) (5.40)

because the value on the right will be −1 if and only if p ≡ q ≡ 3(4) (remem-
ber p, q 6= 2 is already assumed). This is equivalent with the two Legendre
symbols on the left of (5.40) having di�erent signs if and only if both primes
are equivalent to 3 mod 4, which is precisely the Flipping Rule.

From (5.38) and (5.39) we get that:

(
p

q

)(
q

p

)
= (−1)z, z =

q−1
2∑
i=1

[
pi

q

]
+

p−1
2∑
j=1

[
qj

p

]
. (5.41)

We will show that,

q−1
2∑
i=1

[
pi

q

]
+

p−1
2∑
j=1

[
qj

p

]
=

(
p− 1

2

)(
q − 1

2

)
(5.42)

Which by (5.40) and (5.41) will prove the Flipping Rule once and for all.

Lemma 5.3.7.

q−1
2∑
i=1

[
pi

q

]
+

p−1
2∑
j=1

[
qj

p

]
=

(
p− 1

2

)(
q − 1

2

)
Proof. Consider the points (a, b) on the two dimensional plane such that
0 < a ≤ p−1

2
, 0 < b ≤ q−1

2
and a, b ∈ N. Notice that there are precisely(

p−1
2

) (
q−1
2

)
such points.

Therefore, if we can also, by another way of counting, show that the num-
ber of points equals the left hand side in Lemma (5.3.7), the statement will
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32 4
1

2

3

1

..
..
..

p-1

q-1

.........................................................

2

2

Figure 5.7: The grid we are considering

be proven.

Consider the line:

y =
q

p
x (5.43)

������������������������������������

32 4
1

2

3

1

..
..
..

p-1

q-1

.........................................................

2

2

Figure 5.8: The line on the grid

The �rst observation we will make it that this line does not intersect any
of the points we are considering. This is because the �rst point with positive
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integer coe�cients that this line hits is the point (p, q). Now, we will divide
the total number of points (a, b) into the points which fall below this line and
those which fall above.

Lemma 5.3.8. The number of points (a, b) such that 0 < a ≤ p−1
2

and

0 < b ≤ q−1
2

which fall below the line y =
q

p
x is precisely

p−1
2∑
j=1

[
qj

p

]
Proof. Notice that in our lattice, we have p−1

2
columns. Let us count the

number of points which fall under the line in the jth column.

l

l
l

������������������������������������

32 4
1

2

3

1

..
..
..

p-1

q-1
2

2
....................................................... j

Figure 5.9: The entries of column j which lie under the line

For a point (a, b) to fall under the line, it must be true that b <
q

p
x.

Notice that considering column j is equivalent with �xing a = j. So, now we
have to only �nd how many integers b are there such that:

1. 0 < b <
q

p
j.

2. 0 < b ≤ q − 1

2

It's an elementary fact that there are:
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[
qj

p

]
(5.44)

positive integers b < qj
p
. Now, we will show that the additional condition

b ≤ q−1
2

is satis�ed for each of them automatically. We have, by the de�nition
of j,

j

p
≤ p− 1

2p
≤ 1

2
(5.45)

So,

b <
qj

p
⇒ b <

q

2
(5.46)

We can now take the integer parts of both sides of the right hand inequal-
ity (notice this will make the strict inequality soft),

[b] ≤
[q

2

]
=
q

2
− 1

2
=
q − 1

2
(5.47)

Since we assume b is an integer, this implies, as desired,

b ≤ q − 1

2
(5.48)

So, we showed that for any b such that Condition 1. is satis�ed, Condition
2. is automatically satis�ed. Since we showed there are[

qj

p

]
(5.49)

values which satisfy Condition 1., there are the same number of values which
satisfy both conditions.

Since the value in (5.49) is for a speci�c column, summing over all columns,
we get the total number of points under the line:

p−1
2∑
j=1

[
qj

p

]
(5.50)
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Lemma 5.3.9. The number of points (a, b) such that 0 < a ≤ p−1
2

and

0 < b ≤ q−1
2

which fall above the line y =
q

p
x is precisely

q−1
2∑
i=1

[
pi

q

]
The proof of this statement is the same as the proof of Lemma (5.3.8)

when, instead of considering the columns of our lattice, we consider the rows
of points above the line.

l l l l l l l l l l l

������������������������������������

32 4
1

2

3

1 p-1

q-1

.........................................................

2

2

i

Figure 5.10: The entries of row i which lie above the line

Now, using Lemmas (5.3.8) and (5.3.9), we get that the total number
of points in our lattice is:

q−1
2∑
i=1

[
pi

q

]
+

p−1
2∑
j=1

[
qj

p

]
(5.51)

Also, by simply multiplying the number of columns by the number of
rows of our lattice, we can also simply derive the same number of points to
be: (

p− 1

2

)(
q − 1

2

)
(5.52)

Therefore these two values are the same.
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With Lemma (5.3.7) proven, we have completed the proof of the Flip-
ping Rule.

5.4 Some speci�c computations with the Leg-

endre Symbol

We are now going to do some computations with some real numbers. We

are going to calculate
(

3
p

)
. We know that 3 ≡ 3(mod4) so we only have to

consider p. (
3

p

)
=

{ (
p
3

)
p ≡ 1(4)

−
(
p
3

)
p ≡ −1(4)

This makes a decent amount of sense based on the de�nition. But next to it
we have some other information that seems really random to me.Come back
to this once I've worked some of the proofs out in this section.

Theorem 5.4.1. There are in�nitely many primes of the form 8k + 3.

We are going to use the Legendre symbol for our favorite proof. We will
consider (

2

p

)
=

{
1 p ≡ ±1(8)
−1 p ≡ ±3(8)

Like usual, assume that there are �nitely many primes of the form 8k + 3.
Let's call these primes p1, p2, · · · , pn. (we use an argument like 4k + 1?)

x2 ≡ −2(mod8)(
−2

p

)
=

(
−2

8k + 3

)
By the rules of the Legendre symbol this equals(

−1

8k + 3

)(
2

8k + 3

)
Now we can determine the value of these Legendre Symbols. Although this
might be contradicting what I have written above(

2

8k + 3

)
= 1 and

(
−1

8k + 3

)
= −1
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Now we have that
x2 ≡ 2(p) implies p ≡ ....

I don't know what is supposed to go there.(
−2

8k + 5

)
=

(
−1

8k + 5

)(
2

8k + 5

)
(
−1

8k + 5

)
= 1 and

(
2

8k + 5

)
= −1

We consider a third case for our prime numbers.(
−2

8k + 1

)
=

(
−1

8k + 1

)(
2

8k + 1

)
Now this is the part of the proof that looks familiar.

q | (p1p2p3 · · · pn)2 + 2 implies q ≡ 1 or 3(8)

q | x2 + 2

so
x2 ≡ −2(p)

We have proved that there are in�nitely man primes that are either congruent
to 1 or 3 modulo 8.

Now we have an interesting fact that I'd have to think about. Squares of
odd numbers are congruent to 1 modulo 8. Odd numbers look like 2k+ 1. If
you square it you get

(2k + 1)2 = 4k2 + 4k + 1

I guess we can just consider all of the cases. It is true when k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.
You can verify this by plugging each one of them in and considering the equa-
tion modulo 8. Now are we assuming like usual that all primes are odd to
get the following fact?

(p1p2p3 · · · pn)2 + 2 ≡ 3(8)

This would make sense if all the primes were odd because squares of odd
numbers are equivalent to 1 and if we multiply them all together they still
should be equivalent to 1. If all of our qi ≡ 1(8) then when we multiply them
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together they are still congruent to 1 modulo 8. Now we are going to go back
to using order. op(1 + a)

a3 ≡ 1(p)

What does a stand for?
a 6≡ 1(p)

Where are we getting that the o(a) = 3)

a ≡ 1

p | a3 − 1

We can factor a3 − 1 = (a − 1)(a2 + a + 1) Because we already know that
a 6≡ 1(p) we know that p - a− 1. Because p is prime p | a2 + a+ 1.

(1 + a)2 = 1 + 2a+ a2 ≡ a(p)

(1 + a)3 = (1 + a)2(1 + a)

We already know that (1 + a)2 ≡ a so we get

(1 + a)3 ≡ a(a+ 1) = a+ a2

Why do we know that a+ a2 = −1? If we assume that fact then we see that

(1 + a)6 = (−1)2 = 1

Thus the order of (1 + a) is 6 because the second and third powers are not
equal to 1. How does the order being 6 tell us that we have a prime that is
congruent to 3 modulo 8? How is this even related?
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Chapter 6

Arithmetic Functions

Arithmetic functions are the fundamental functions of Number Theory. They
are fun things which give insight into some great properties of numbers. We'll
begin by de�ning a few functions which are used everywhere in Number
Theory and continue with some neat properties about them.

De�nition 6.0.2. Arithmetic Functions A function f : N → C is called
an arithmetic function. The domain is the set of positive integers and the
range is a subset of the complex �eld.

We will now use some of the ideas we have already learned to de�ne some
arithmetic functions.

6.1 Examples of Arithmetic Functions

Let n be a positive integer. We're going to de�ne some of the concepts we've
been working with all semester in the new setting of arithmetic functions.

De�nition 6.1.1. d(n) is the number of positive divisors of n

De�nition 6.1.2. σ(n) is the sum of the positive divisors of n

De�nition 6.1.3. µ(n) is 0 if n is not square free and otherwise it is (−1)k

where k is the number of prime divisors of n, this is called the Möbius

function.

De�nition 6.1.4. φ(n) is the number of positive integers less than n and
relatively prime to n. It is called the Euler phi function.

101
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6.2 Calculating the Functions

Now, there are boring ways to calculate these functions. But you enrolled
in this class because you love fun. Sadly, since the boring calculations are
in virtually every book, we are legally obliged to give them to you. Don't
blame us.

6.2.1 Boring Calculations

Take the number n, and write it as the product of its prime factors:

n =
k∏
i=0

pi
αi (6.1)

• Calculating d(n). A number d divides n if and only if:

d =
k∏
i=0

pi
βi where 0 ≤ βi ≤ αi (6.2)

Since for each pi, we have αi + 1 many choices for βi, we can now
calculate the total number of divisors of n:

d(n) =
k∏
i=0

(αi + 1) (6.3)

• Calculating σ(n). By the same reasoning as previously, we can write
the sum over all divisors in the following way (expand the product to
see that it really gives the sum of all divisors),

σ(n) =
k∏
i=0

αi∑
βi=0

pβii (6.4)

=
k∏
i=0

(
1 + pi + p2

i + . . .+ pαii
)

(6.5)

=
k∏
i=0

(
pαii − 1

pi − 1

)
(6.6)

Where the last equality follows from the standard formula for writing
a summation of powers of a �xed number.
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• Calculating φ(n). We want to calculate how many positive a ≤ n are
there such that there are no prime divisors of a in common with n.

Now, let's �rst calculate how many a there are less than n such that pi
does not divide a. This is not hard to calculate,

|{a : 0 ≤ a ≤ n and pi|a}| =
n

pi
(6.7)

We would like to simply sum up all the values on the right in the form:

k∑
i=0

n

pi
(6.8)

in order to get the number of a's that are not divisible by any pi.
However, we've made a mistake. If a is divisible by pi and pj, we will
have double counted it, once in the set of numbers not divisible by pi
and once in the set of numbers not divisible by pj. So, we have to add
back such pairs which have we have subtracted twice:

φ(n) = n−
k∑
i=0

n

pi
+

k∑
i 6=j=0

n

pipj
(6.9)

= n
k∏
i=0

(
1− 1

pi

)
(6.10)

Now that we're done with that, we are going to give much more exciting
proofs of each of these statements. We will have to wait a little bit before
we can give new proofs for d(n) and σ(n), but we can start with a nice proof
for φ(n) right away.

Nice Proof for φ(n)

Proof. We are going to choose a random number a from 1 to n, and look for
the probability that a and n are relatively prime.

P (p1 | a) =
1

p1

⇒ (6.11)
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P (p1 - a) = 1− 1

p1

(6.12)

Similarly:

P (p1 - a and p2 - a) =

(
1− 1

p1

)(
1− 1

p2

)
(6.13)

And so on,

P (pi - a for all i ≤ k) =
k∏
i=1

(
1− 1

pi

)
(6.14)

Since we know there are n total number and φ(n) numbers a such that pi - a
for all i, we can also derive the probability that none of the pi divide n by
dividing φ(n) by n. Therefore,

φ(n)

n
=

k∏
i=1

(
1− 1

pi

)
⇒ (6.15)

φ(n) = n
k∏
i=1

(
1− 1

pi

)
(6.16)

Did you spot the mistake with the proof? There is a bit of cheating,
which should have raised a suspicious eyebrow, and we hope you saw it. The
reasoning on line ( 6.13) is not correct in general, take the following example:

Let n = 12, let's �nd the probability that a number a from 1 to 12 is not
divisible by either 4 or 6. By the reasoning we gave previously, it should be:

P (4 - 12 and 6 - 12) =

(
1− 1

4

)(
1− 1

6

)
=

15

24
(6.17)

But by simple counting, it actually is:

P (4 - 12 and 6 - 12) =
7

12
(6.18)

This is due to the fact that the two probabilities are not, in general
independent. Using the classical formula for conditional probabilities:

P (p1 - a and p2 - a) = P (p1 - a)P (p2 - a given p1 - a) (6.19)
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However, by the fact that we're dealing with di�erent primes, we will have
that both these probabilities are independent and therefore the step is justi-
�ed. This is formalized in the following lemma,

Lemma 6.2.1. P (p - a given m - a) = P (p - a) where (m, p) = 1 and a, p|n.

Proof. First notice that:

P (p - a|m - a) =
|{a : p - a and m - a}|

|{a : m - a}|
(6.20)

=
1− P (p | a)− P (m | a) + P (p | a and m | a)

1− 1/m
(6.21)

=
1− 1/m− 1/p+ 1/mp

1− 1/m
= 1− 1

p
(6.22)

Where the �nal line uses the fact that (m, p) = 1 (because this implies that
among every mp consecutive numbers, there is always exactly one divisible by
m and p).

Now, using Lemma (6.2.1), we have,

P (p1 - a and p2 - a) = P (p1 - a)P (p2 - a given p1 - a) = P (p1 - a)P (p2 - a)

and, we can continue adding on more prime divisors of n until we get
line(6.14).

In order to give nice derivations for the remaining functions, we're going
to make a few observations about the properties of arithmetic functions.

6.3 Properties of Arithmetic Functions

A lot of the functions we already de�ned have a lot of structure that we
haven't exploited at all yet. In this section, we're going to de�ne what these
properties are and see how they can be used to more easily de�ne these
functions.

De�nition 6.3.1. Multiplicative Functions An arithmetic function f is
called multiplicative if for all a, b ∈ N such that (a, b) = 1, f(a)f(b) = f(ab).
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If we drop the condition on n and m being relatively prime, the function
is called completely multiplicative.

De�nition 6.3.2. Completely Multiplicative Functions An arithmetic
function f is called multiplicative if for all a, b ∈ N, f(a)f(b) = f(ab).

Let's get to the most important fact about these functions, let n =
k∏
i=0

pαii .

Let f be multiplicative. Then,

f(n) = f

(
k∏
i=0

pαii

)
=

k∏
i=0

f (pαii )

Let f be completely multiplicative. Then,

f(n) = f

(
k∏
i=0

pαii

)
=

k∏
i=0

f (pi)
αi

So, for a multiplicative function, it su�ces to prove the values for prime
powers in order to know the values it takes for any integer. With a com-
pletely multiplicative function, we only need to know the value the function
takes at primes to characterize it completely. We will show that φ, d and σ
are all multiplicative functions. But �rst, let's prove a very important lemma.

Lemma 6.3.3. Let n = ab where (a, b) = 1 and take d such that d|n. Then,
there exists a unique pair a1, b1 such that a1|a, b1|b and a1b1 = d.

Proof. We will �rst �nd a pair a1, b1 which satisfy the condition and then
show that the pair is unique. Assign a1 and b1 the following values:

a1 = (a, d) and b1 = (b, d) (6.23)

Notice �rst that the conditions that a1|a and b1|b are satis�ed. Now observe
that (a, b) = 1 implies that (b, d)(a, d) = (ab, d). Since ab = n and d|n,
(ab, d) = d. So,

a1b1 = (ab, d) = d (6.24)
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We will now show that such a pair is unique for each divisor d. Assume that
d = a1b1 = a2b2 where a1, a2|a and b1, b2|b. By the above equality we have
a1|a2b2. Since (a, b) = 1, (a1, b) = 1 and, (a1, b2) = 1. Therefore, a1|a2b2
implies a1|a2. This can be repeated identically to show that a2|a1 implying
that a1 = a2. This process can once again be repeated with the b variables
to show b1 = b2, proving the uniqueness of the pair.

Lemma 6.3.4. d is a multiplicative function

There are a couple ways we can prove this, �rst we will prove it in the
fashion of an analyst.

The Analyst's Proof:

Proof. We can write the divisor function in a second way:

d(n) =
∑
d|n

1 (6.25)

Take any a, b such that n = ab and (a, b) = 1. We will show d(n) =
d(a)d(b). We have:

d(a) =
∑
d1|a

1, d(b) =
∑
d2|b

1⇒ (6.26)

d(a)d(b) =
∑
d1|a

∑
d2|b

1 (6.27)

By Lemma (6.3.3) we have that for every pair d1|a and d2|b we can
assign a unique divisor d of n, therefore:

(6.31) =
∑
d1|a

∑
d2|b

1 =
∑
d|n

1 = d(n) (6.28)

The Visual Proof:
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Proof. Take ab = n such that (a, b) = 1. We will now write the divisors of
a, b, n on a table (we aren't saying anything in the table about the number
of divisors):

a b n
1 1 1
a1 b1 n1

a2 b2 n2

a3 b3 n3

. . . . . . . . .

a b n

We are going to count the triples (ai, bj, nk) such that aibj = nk. By
Lemma (6.3.3), for every pair (ai, bj) we have a unique divisor of n, nk
and therefore, the number of such triples is the same as the number of pairs
(ai, bj). Similarly, by the lemma, for any nk, we can associate a unique pair
(ai, bj) such that aibj = nk. Therefore, the number of pairs in the bottom
left rectangle of the above array is the same as the bottom right. In other
words, d(a)d(b) = d(n).

Lemma 6.3.5. σ is a multiplicative function

The Analyst's Proof:

Proof. We can write the divisor function in a second way:

σ(n) =
∑
d|n

d (6.29)

Similar to the previous proof, take any a, b such that n = ab and (a, b) = 1.
We have:

d(a) =
∑
d1|a

d1, d(b) =
∑
d2|b

d2 ⇒ (6.30)

d(a)d(b) =
∑
d1|a

∑
d2|b

d1d2 (6.31)

By Lemma (6.3.3) we have that for every pair d1|a and d2|b we can
assign a unique divisor d of n such that d = d1d2 (which is a property of the
lemma we did not use in the previous proof) :
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(6.31) =
∑
d1|a

∑
d2|b

d1d2 =
∑
d|n

d = d(n) (6.32)

And the visual proof follows similarly.

Lemma 6.3.6. φ is a multiplicative function

Proof. For this proof, we will count the number of triples:

(ri, sj, tk) (6.33)

where ri is a reduced residue class modulo a, sj is a reduced residue class
modulo b and tk follows the following condition:

tk ≡ ri(a) (6.34)

tk ≡ sj(b) (6.35)

By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, using the fact that (a, b) = 1 there
is a one-to-one correspondence between such pairs (ri, sj) and the number
of such (tk) values modulo n. Therefore, the number of triples equals both
the number of (ri, sj) pairs and the number of (tk). Therefore, in particular,
the number of reduced residue classes modulo a multiplied by the number
of reduced residue classes modulo b equals the number of reduced residue
classes modulo n. In other words:

φ(a)φ(b) = φ(n) (6.36)

6.4 The Easy Proofs

Now, let's redo the previous boring proofs for calculating each of these func-
tions. This should give us an appreciation for the fact that multiplicativity
is a very useful property for a function to have. It'll simplify the complicated
proofs earlier to only a few lines. First, let's prove the formula for the divisor
function. It's easy to see that:
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d(pα) = α + 1 (6.37)

by the multiplicativity of d, we have:

d(n) = d

(
k∏
i=1

pαii

)
=

k∏
i=1

d (pαii ) =
k∏
i=1

(αi + 1) (6.38)

Now, we will re-prove the formula for the σ function. Notice,

σ(pα) = 1 + p+ p2 + . . .+ pα =
pα − 1

p− 1
(6.39)

. So, by multiplicativity, we have:

σ(n) =
k∏
i=1

pαii − 1

pi − 1
(6.40)

And �nally, let's recalculate the formula for φ. Notice that from all
numbers from 1 to pα exactly pα−1 are divisible by p (every pth number).
Therefore,

φ(pα) = pα − pα−1 (6.41)

By multiplicativity of the φ function:

φ(n) =
k∏
i=1

pαii − p
αi−1
i =

k∏
i=1

pαii

(
1− 1

pi

)
= n

k∏
i=1

(
1− 1

pi

)
(6.42)

6.5 Hills and Valleys

We're going to �nish this foray into arithmetic functions with two very nice
theorems about their behavior. After learning about multiplicativity and
seeing how nicely these functions behave, one is tempted to believe they
follow a someone reliable pattern. However, this is very far from the truth.
In fact, their graphs are truly erratic, jumping up and down, with great high
hills and low low valleys. In this section, we will show that the graph of the
divisor function has both arbitrarily high hills and arbitrarily low valleys.
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Theorem 6.5.1. The Valley Theorem There are arbitrarily large values
of n such that d(n− 1)− d(n) > k and d(n+ 1)− d(n) > k for any positive
k (this corresponds to a valley of size k in the graph).

Proof. A good observation to begin with is that for any prime p, d(p) = 2 and
therefore, primes are good candidates for the centers of our valleys. Similarly,
there are some numbers that we know have lots of divisors. For example,
2k+2 has k + 3 many divisors, as does 3k+2. Is it possible for us to have a
prime p as the valley between two numbers of the form 2k+2 and 3k+2? In
other words, does there exist a prime p such that:

p ≡
{

1 (2k+2)
−1 (3k+2)

By the Chinese Remainder Theorem the above restriction is equivalent
to the restriction that p ≡ b(6k+2) for some b such that (b, 6k+2) = 1.

Since we want arbitrarily big values of n, it should be no surprise that we
are going to invoke Dirichlet's Theorem, which ensures arbitrarily big primes
of a certain form. We now observe that it ensures us that there are in�nitely
many primes of the form:

p = a6k+2 + b (6.43)

This will ensure that p ≡ 1(2k+2) and p ≡ −1(3k+2) by our de�nition
of b. Now, take any such p, we will now show that it satis�es the valley
requirement. Since we have arbitrarily big such values, this will prove the
theorem.

For p, we have d(p) = 2. Now, let's compute d(p+1). Since p ≡ −1(3k+2)
this will imply that p+1 = c3k+2 for some c ∈ N. Since 3k+2 has k+3 divisors,
c3k+2 has at least this many divisors. Therefore,

d(p+ 1) ≥ k + 3 (6.44)

Similarly, we can show,

d(p− 1) ≥ k + 3 (6.45)

Therefore, d(n− 1)− d(n) > k and d(n+ 1)− d(n) > k.
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Theorem 6.5.2. The Hill Theorem There are arbitrarily large values of
n such that d(n)− d(n− 1) > k and d(n)− d(n + 1) > k for any positive k
(this corresponds to a hill of size k in the graph).

Proof. First we are going to show there is an easier way to prove this state-
ment. We claim that, actually, the restriction that there be arbitrarily large
values of n such that the statement is true, is redundant, it is already implied
by the rest.

Theorem 6.5.3. The Hill Lemma If for any k > 0, there exists an n such
that d(n) − d(n − 1) > k and d(n) − d(n + 1) > k, then there exists n′ > n
such that d(n′)− d(n′ − 1) > k and d(n′)− d(n′ + 1) > k.

Proof. This will mean we only have to show the existence of a single n, in
order to prove The Hill Theorem. Assume to the contrary that there
exists a k such that there exists an n such that d(n) − d(n − 1) > k and
d(n)− d(n+ 1) > k and it is the maximal such n.

If there are no hills of size greater than or equal to k at numbers greater
than n, consider the maximal hill at values less than or equal to n. Since
there are only �nitely many such values at n, there is a maximum, call it k′

(notice k′ ≥ k because we include the hill at n). Now, we claim there can be
no hills of size greater than k′, which will be contrary to our assumption.

Since there are no hills centered at n′ for n′ ≥ n of size greater than k,
there are no hills of size greater than k′ centered at numbers greater than n.
By the de�nition of k′, there are no hills of size greater than k′ centered at
numbers less than n. Therefore, there are no hills of size greater than k′, a
contradiction.

So, it su�ces to take any k and show there exists a single n with a hill of
size greater than or equal to k. But �rst, we will take a second step to make
the proof easier. Notice that a hill which satis�es the requirement for size
2 also satis�es the requirement for hills a size 1, so, let's begin by assuming
that k > 1, because if we want the statement for k = 1, we can just use the
proof for k = 2 which will imply it.

This proof is exciting because it has nothing to do with the proof of the
Valley Theorem. For it, let's consider the �rst k primes, and their product:
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n =
k∏
i=0

pi (6.46)

Notice that d(n) = 2k (we can see this by noticing in the prime factoriza-
tion of any divisor of n, we can chose to either include or exclude and prime
factor of n and each choice will give rise to a distinct divisor). Now, let's see
how big d(n− 1) and d(n+ 1) can be.

All the divisors of n − 1 and n + 1 must be greater than pk since n is
relatively prime to both of these. Therefore, all the prime divisors of both
n − 1 and n + 1 must be greater than pk. Our task now becomes to decide
the e�ect of this restriction on the divisor function. Now, let us write the
prime divisors of n + 1 where the primes listed are not necessarily distinct,
but are written in non-decreasing order. As we said previously, each of these
factors are bigger than all prime divisors of n.

n+ 1 = q1q2q3 . . . ql (6.47)

Claim 6.5.4. We now will show l < k.

Proof. Assume to the contrary that l ≥ k. In that case, since all the q values
exceed all the p values, if we consider only the �rst k many q values�

n+ 1 ≥ q1q2q3 . . . qk ≥ p1p2 . . . pk = n (6.48)

Now, remember we are assuming k > 1. Since we de�ned the p values as
the �rst k primes, we know p1 = 2 and p2 = 3. Also, since q1, q2 > pi for all
1 ≤ i ≤ k, q1, q2 ≥ 5. So, we can manipulate the equation on line (6.48) in
the following way:

n+ 1 ≥ q1q2q3 . . . qk ≥ 5 ∗ 5 ∗ q3 . . . qk (6.49)

Since all the q values are greater than all the p's,

q3 . . . qk ≥ p3 . . . pk (6.50)

So,

n+ 1 ≥ q1q2q3 . . . qk ≥ 5 ∗ 5 ∗ q3 . . . qk ≥ 5 ∗ 5 ∗ p3 . . . pk = (6.51)
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25

6
2 ∗ 3 ∗ p3 . . . pk =

25

6
n (6.52)

And therefore,

n+ 1 ≥ 25

6
n (6.53)

Which is impossible for any positive n, a contradiction. Therefore, l <
k.

Alright, now, remember that we know d(n) = 2k and, now, we also know
that n + 1 can have at most k − 1 non-distinct prime divisors. What does
this say about d(n+1)? Since every divisor is a product of these non-distinct
prime divisors and there are at most 2k−1 such distinct products (if all the
primes are distinct), d(n+ 1) ≤ 2k−1. So,

d(n)− d(n+ 1) ≥ 2k − 2k−1 = 2k−1(2− 1) = 2k−1 ≥ k (6.54)

Where the �nal inequality is true for all k > 1. The side of the theorem
with d(n − 1) follows the same way. In fact, it's easier because the proof of
the Claim (6.5.4) is simpli�ed signi�cantly.

6.6 Perfect Numbers

A concept closely related to arithmetic functions is that of perfect numbers.
Like all things in Number Theory, they're fun, and there are some very im-
portant unresolved problems concerning them. Perfect numbers are numbers
which are the sum of all their proper divisors.

De�nition 6.6.1. A number n is perfect if σ(n) = 2n

The reason for the 2n in the de�nition is that n is a divisor of itself. If
the sum of the proper divisors of n (i.e. all divisors smaller than n) are equal
to n, then the sum of all divisors are 2n.

For example,

6 = 1 + 2 + 3 and 28 = 1 + 2 + 7 + 14 (6.55)
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Now, we're going to do a little magic. We know that any number can be
written as 2αm where m is odd. Assume 2αm is a perfect number. Then,

σ(2αm) = 2× 2αm (6.56)

We already showed σ is a multiplicative function. Sincem is odd, (2α,m) =
1 and therefore we can split the function on the left side of (6.56). So,

σ(2α)σ(m) = 2α+1m (6.57)

Next notice that:

σ(2α) = 1 + 2 + 22 + . . .+ 2α = 2α+1 − 1 (6.58)

So, following (6.57),

(2α+1 − 1)σ(m) = 2α+1m (6.59)

Since one is odd and the other is a power of two, (2α+1 − 1, 2α+1) = 1,
therefore, (6.59) implies,

2α+1 − 1|m (6.60)

Therefore, there exists k ∈ N such that m = k(2α+1 − 1). Plugging this
into (6.59),

(2α+1 − 1)σ(k(2α+1 − 1)) = 2α+1(2α+1 − 1)k ⇒ (6.61)

σ(k(2α+1 − 1)) = 2α+1k (6.62)

Now, let's look at the left hand side and start listing some divisors of
k(2α+1 − 1). Certainly 1 divides it, as does k and k(2α+1 − 1). So,

σ(k(2α+1 − 1)) ≥ 1 + k + k(2α+1 − 1) = k2α+1 + 1 (6.63)

But wait a minute... The right hand of (6.62) is 2α+1k, but the left hand
side is greater than or equal to k2α+1 + 1. Since the only assumption we
made was that 2αm is a perfect number, and any number can be written in
this form, it must mean there are no perfect numbers. But didn't we just
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give a few at the beginning of the chapter?

We hope you found the mistake. It was in the last couple of steps. When
we added all the divisors of k(2α+1 − 1) in line (6.63), we assumed all the
divisors we counted were distinct. So, if all of these divisors are distinct,
indeed there is a contradiction. But, we could have some overlap. We will
consider two cases, one when α = 0 and one when α is positive. If α > 0
(which corresponds to our original number being even), in order to not have
a contradiction from divisor overlap (consulting (6.63) ) we would need k to
be 1.

If k = 1, (6.62) becomes:

σ((2α+1 − 1)) = 1 + (2α+1 − 1) + other divisors = 2α+1 (6.64)

Notice that this equality implies a contradiction if there are any other
divisors of 2α+1 − 1. So, 2α+1 − 1 would have to be prime for this not to
imply a contradiction. So if an even number (2αm) is going to be perfect, we
need 2α+1 − 1 to be prime.

Remember that m = k(2α+1 − 1). Therefore, if an even number 2αm is
perfect, it is equal to 2α(2α+1− 1) where 2α+1− 1 is prime. Is this condition
su�cient as well? In other words, is an even number perfect precisely when
it is of this form?

Take 2α(2α+1 − 1) where 2α+1 − 1 is prime. By the multiplicativity of σ,

σ(2α(2α+1−1)) = σ(2α)σ(2α+1−1) = (2α+1−1)(1+2α+1−1) = 2×2α(2α+1−1))
(6.65)

So, we conclude the following theorem:

Theorem 6.6.2. An even number is perfect if and only if it can be written
as 2α(2α+1 − 1) where 2α+1 − 1 is prime.

You may notice that we truly skirted the question of the case where
α = 0. We were very successful at analyzing the problem when our original
number was even α > 0, we characterized the perfect numbers, well, perfectly.
However, when α = 0, we know virtually nothing. Whether or not there
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exists a single odd perfect number is UNSOLVED. If you �nd one let me
know. I'm the second author of these notes. Also, it is unknown whether
or not if there are in�nitely many primes of the type 2α+1 − 1 (Mersenne
Primes). I'd also accept a solution to this problem.

6.7 Appendix

However, one shouldn't assume that we are only interested in arithmetic
functions which are multiplicative. In fact, most of number theory centers
around the analysis of the simple arithmetic function:

π(x) = # of primes below x

The behavior of π(x) was conjectured by Legendre, and was later inde-
pendently proved by Hadamard and de la Valée Poussin in 1896 that:

lim
x→∞

(π(x)/
x

log(x)
) = 1

This theorem is called the Prime Number Theorem The methods
used by both heavily relied on complex analysis, which is a surprising fact.
It can be shown that the prime number theorem is equivalent to behavior
of a certain complex analytic function known as the Riemann Zeta Func-
tion, ζ. The prime number theorem is equivalent to the fact that zeta has
no zeros on the line corresponding to complex numbers with real part equal
to one. How good the estimation of x

log(x)
is to π(x) is equivalent to one of

the greatest unsolved problems in mathematics, the Riemann Hypothesis.

6.8 The Prime Number Theorem

Many people thought that the Prime Number Theorem was such a deep fact
that real numbers were not powerful enough to prove it, that complex analy-
sis was necesary. They were wrong. The �rst elementary proof was given by
Atle Selberg in 1948. At its heart was something called Selberg's Lemma,
a fact which virtually all elementary proofs of the prime number theorem
use (for an exception, consult the proof of Hedi Daboussi). The story of the
elementary proof is an exciting one, with heated exchanges between Erd®s
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and Selberg over rights to the proof. Csaba could probably provide a good
reenactment of the exchange. If he refuses, another good resource is The
Elementary Proof of the Prime Number Theorem: An Historical Perspective
by Goldfeld, which is freely available on the Internet. Our proof follows the
one presented there, as the paper shows the original derivation of Selberg,
which is good for historical value. We will gloss over several �ner points, but
the grand scheme is easy to follow. If you are looking for a very rigorous
treatment of an elementary proof, a good source is [A. G. Postnikov and N.
P. Romanov, A simpli�cation of Selberg's elementary proof of the asymptotic
law of distribution of primes ].

We will now use a notation for approximation, f(x) ∼ g(x) if and only if

lim
x→∞

f(x)

g(x)
= 1. This means f(x) follows g(x)'s behavior as x grows large.

The �rst step of the proof of will be to relate π(x) to some other arith-
metic functions. These functions are known as the Chebyshev functions as he
provided a lot of insight into their asymptotic behavior. In both de�nitions
below, p is understood to be prime.

Let Ψ(x) =
∑
pα≤x

log(p).

So, we count each prime, less than x, β times if pβ ≤ x but pβ+1 > x.

Let Θ(x) =
∑
p≤x

log(p).

This function is a little easier to grasp, but Ψ(x) is a lot of the times
easier to work with. Good thing we have the following lemma.

Lemma 6.8.1. Ψ(x) ∼ Θ(x).

Proof. We can break Ψ(x) into seperate parts:

Ψ(x) =
∑
pα≤x

log(p)

=
∑
p≤x

log(p) +
∑
p2≤x

log(p) +
∑
p3≤x

+ . . . .

= Θ(x) + Θ(x
1
2 ) + Θ(x

1
3 ) + . . .
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Since pα ≤ x is equivalent to saying p ≤ x
1
α . With a little more work, we

can show that Θ(x) grows much faster than the sum of the rest of the terms
(which is reasonable to expect). We then get the theorem.

Theorem 6.8.2.
Θ(x)

log(x)
∼ π(x)

Proof. Let g(n) = log(n) if n is a prime and 0 otherwise, then, by a method
known as partial summation, we have:

π(x) =
∑
n≤x

an
log(n)

=
Θ(x)

log(x)
−
∑
n<x

(∑
m<n

am

)(
1

log(n)
− 1

log(n+ 1)

)
=

Θ(x)

log(x)
+ SMALL

It is easy to see that SMALL is actually small since log(n) and log(n+ 1)
are so close to each other. When we take their quotient, the SMALL factor
dissapears and we get the desired value. It is no problem to bound SMALL
using integration, but since it is not as pretty as the rest of these notes, we'll
stop here.

So, we will show lim
x→∞

Θ(x)

x
= 1, which will prove the statement.

We will use Selberg's Lemma without proof.

Lemma 6.8.3. Simple Selberg's Lemma

Θ(x) log(x) +
∑
p≤x

log(p)Θ

(
x

p

)
∼ 2x log(x)

This is a bit of an oversimpli�cation of Selberg's Lemma. The actual one
includes an estimate of the error term, or the di�erence of the left and right
sides, this error term is showed to grow about as fast as x.

The magic of Selberg's Lemma is the 2 in front of the x log(x) on the
right. With manipulation, it is possible to quickly derive from it:
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liminf
Θ(x)

x
+ limsup

Θ(x)

x
= 2

.
Which is the most fundamental step in the proof of the Prime Number

Theorem. Once the result that the sum of these values is 2 it remains to prove
only that one of the terms is 1, the speci�cs after this point in the original
work are very subtle so they won't be expanded on here, this precurser was
given only as background for people who would like an idea for how the
original proof was reached.



Chapter 7

Some Nice Problems

7.1 Pigeon-hole

These are the proofs from the book about pigeon hole principal.

Theorem 7.1.1. Pigeon-hole Principal If n pigeons are placed in r pigeon
holes and we have more pigeons than holes then at least one hole contains
more than one pigeon.

Claim 7.1.2. Consider the numbers 1, 2, 3, · · · , 2n and take any n + 1 of
them. There are two among these n+ 1 numbers which are relatively prime.

Proof. There are two numbers in our n+1 that must be only one space apart.
Any two number that are only one apart are relatively prime.

Claim 7.1.3. Suppose that A is a set of numbers such that A ⊆ {1, 2, · · · , 2n}
with |A| = n + 1. Then there are always two number in A such that one di-
vides the other.

Proof. This was one of Erdös' favorite initiation questions to mathematics.
It is not immediately obvious how to apply the pigeon hole principal, we need
to creatively de�ne what a hole is. Write every number a ∈ A in the form
a = 2km, where m is an odd number between 1 and 2n− 1. Since there are
n + 1 numbers in A, but only n di�erent parts, there must be two numbers
in A with the same odd part. Hence one is the multiple of the other.

Claim 7.1.4. Suppose we are given n integers a1, a2, · · · , an which need not
be distinct. Then there is always a set of consecutive numbers ak+1, ak+2, · · · , al
whose sum

∑l
i=k+1 ai is a multiple of n.

121
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Proof. LetN = {0, a1, a1+a2, · · · , a1+a2+· · ·+an} andR = {0, 1, · · · , n−1}.
Consider the map f : N → R, where f(m) is the remainder on division
by n. Since |N | = n + 1 > n = |R|, it follows that there are two sums
a1 + · · · + ak, a1 + · · · + al(k < l) with the same remainder, where the �rst
sum may be the empty sum denoted by 0. It follows that

l∑
i=k+1

ai =
l∑

i=1

ai −
k∑
i=1

ai

has remainder 0-end of proof.

Theorem 7.1.5. Double Counting
Suppose that we are given two �nite sets R and c and a subset S ⊆ R×C.

Whenever (p, q) ∈ S, then we say p and q are incident. If rp denotes the
number of elements that are incident to p ∈ R, and cq denotes the number of
elements that are incident to q ∈ C, then∑

p∈R

rp = |S| =
∑
p∈C

cq.

Again, there is nothing to prove. The �rst sum classi�es the pairs in S
according to the �rst entry, while the second sum classi�es the same pairs
according to the second entry. There is a useful way to picture the set S.
Consider the matrix A = (apq), the incident matrix of S, where the rows and
columns of A are indexed by the elements of R and C respectively, with

apq = 1 if (p, q) ∈ S

apq = 0 if (p, q) 6∈ S
With this set up, rp is the sum of the pth row of A and cq is the sum of the qth
column. Hence the �rst sum in our Theorem adds the elements of A( that is,
counts the 1′s in S) by rows, and the second sum by columns. The following
example should made this correspondence clear. Let R = C = {1, 2, · · · , 8},
and the set S = {(i, j) : i divides j}. We then obtain the matrix in the
margin, which only displays the 1's. Look at the table on the left. The
number of 1's in column j is precisely the number of divisors of j; let us
denote this number by t(j). Let us ask how large this number t(j) is on the
average when j ranges from 1 to n. Thus we ask for the quantity

t̄(n) =
1

n

n∑
j=1

t(j).
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How large is t̄(n)j for arbitrary n? At �rst glance, this seems hopeless. For
prime numbers we have t(p) = 2, while for 2k we obtain a large number
t(2k) = k+ 1. So, t(n) is a wildly jumping function, and we surmise that the
same is true for t̄(n). Wrong guess, the opposite is true. Counting in two
ways provides and unexpected and simple answer. Consider the matrix A
as above for the integers 1 up to n. Counting by columns we get

∑n
j=1 t(j).

How many 1's are in row i? Easy enough, the 1's correspond to the multiples
of i : 1i, 2i, · · · , and the last multiple not exceeding n is bn

i
ci. Hence we

obtain.

t̄(n) =
1

n

n∑
j=1

t(j) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

bn
i
c ≤ 1

n

n∑
i=1

n

i
=

n∑
i=1

1

i
,

where the error in each summand, when passing from bn
i
c to n

i
is less than

1. Hence the overall error for the average is less than 1 as well. Now the last
sum is the n-th harmonic number, which is roughly equal to logn, with an
error of less than 1. In summary, we have proved the remarkable result that,
while t(n) is totally erratic, the average t̄(n) behaves beautifully: t̄(n) ∼ logn
holds with an error of less than 2.

7.1.1 Some more Pigeon Hole Problems

7.2 Bertrand's Postulate

Theorem 7.2.1. Bertrand's postulate For every n ≥ 1 there is some
prime number p with n < p ≤ 2n.

Proof. We will estimate the size of the binomial coe�cient
(

2n
n

)
carefully

enough to see that if it didn't have any prime factors in the range n < p ≤ 2n
then it would be too small. Our argument is in �ve steps.

1. First show it is true for n < 4000. We can �nd a sequence of prime
numbers

2, 3, 5, 7, 13, 23, 43, 83, 163, 317, 631, 1259, 2503, 4001

where each is smaller than twice the previous one. Hence every interval
{y : n < y ≤ 2n} with n < 4000 contains one of these 14 primes.
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2. Next we prove that ∏
p≤x

p ≤ 4x−1

for all real x ≥ 2, where our notation, here and in the following, is meant
to imply that the product is taken over all prime numbers p ≤ x. The
proof that we present for this fact is not from Erdös' original paper,
but it is also due to Erdös, and is a true Book Proof. First we note
that if q is the largest prime with q ≤ x, then∏

p≤x

p =
∏
p≤q

p

and
4q−1 ≤ 4x−1

Thus it su�ces to check for the case where p = q is a prime number. For
q = 2 we get 2 ≤ 4 so we proceed to consider odd primes q = 2m + 1.
For these we split the product and compute∏
p≤2m+1

p =
∏

p≤m+1

p ∗
∏

m+1<p≤2m+1

p ≤ 4m
(

2m+ 1

m

)
≤ 4m22m = 42m

All the pieces of this one line computation are easy to see. In fact,∏
p≤m+1

p ≤ 4m

holds by induction. The inequality∏
m+1≤p≤2m+1

p ≤
(

2m+ 1

m

)
follows from the observation that

(
2m+1
m

)
= (2m+1)!

m!(m+1)!
is an integer, where

the primes we consider are all factors of the numerator (2m+ 1)!, but
not of the denominator m!(m+ 1)!. Finally(

2m+ 1

m

)
≤ 22m

holds since (
2m+ 1

m

)
and

(
2m+ 1

m+ 1

)
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are two equal summands that appear in

2m+1∑
k=0

(
2m+ 1

k

)
= 22m+1

3. Now observe,
22n

2n+ 1
≤
(

2n

n

)
because,

22n =
2n∑
i=0

(
2n

i

)

and

(
2n

n

)
is the maximal term on the summation on the right.

4. We will show that the product,

2n∏
p=n+1

p > 1

proving the theorem. For this, we will consider the prime factorization
of (

2n

n

)
=
∏
p

pαi (7.1)

We will now prove p on the right hand side of (7.1) is greater than
√

2n,

p2 does not divide

(
2n

n

)
. Writing

(
2n

n

)
without simplifying:

(
2n

n

)
=

(2n)!

(n!)2
=

∏
pαii∏
p2βi
i

(7.2)

Where, if we restrict ourselves to p >
√

2n,

αi =

[
2n

p

]
, βi =

[
n

p

]
And by an elementary inequality of the integer part function,

α− 2β ≤ 1
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And therefore, looking at the quotient on the right of ( 7.2) we can see

that for any p >
√

2n, p2 does not divide

(
2n

n

)
. So, we can rewrite

(7.1) as,

5.

22n

2n+ 1
≤
(

2n

n

)
=

√
2n∏

p=2

pαi

2
3
n∏

p>
√

2n

p

n∏
p> 2

3
n

p
2n∏
p>n

p

It now remains to estimate each of the products on the right hand side.
Clearly, √

2n∏
p≥2

pαi ≤ (2n)
√

2n

And by a previous derivation,
2
3
n∏

p>
√

2n

p ≤
∏
p≤ 2

3
n

p ≤ 4
2
3
n−1

Finally,
n∏

p> 2
3
n

p = 1

because if we look at the middle term of (7.2), p divides the numera-
tor and denominator exactly twice. And combining all three of these
estimates,

22n

2n+ 1
≤
(

2n

n

)
=

√
2n∏

p=2

pαi

2
3
n∏

p>
√

2n

p
n∏

p> 2
3
n

p
2n∏
p>n

p ≤ (2n)
√

2n4
2
3
n−1

2n∏
p>n

p

And so,

4
1
3
n

(2n+ 1)(2n)
√

2n
≤

2n∏
p>n

p

When n > 4000 the left hand side of the above equation is greater than
1 and therefore so is the left hand side, implying that there is a prime
between n and 2n. Since we began this section by showing the theorem
is true for any n ≤ 4000, the theorem is now proven.
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7.3 New Number Theory

We've worked hard this semester. We saw some hard proofs which lead to
some beautiful mathematics. But it's time to relax. Let's have some fun, talk
about some number theory, and maybe see another proof for an old friend.

Let's begin with de�ning a new general setting on which to de�ne number
theory. We'll go a little more general than integers, but not so general so as
to forget everything we've learned. Let R be a commutative ring (so we have
both + and × de�ned) with both a 0 and 1 such that 0 6= 1 and there are
no dividers of 0. Such a ring is called an Integral Domain.

De�nition 7.3.1. Integral Domain A ring R is an integral domain is a
commutative ring with additive and multiplicative identities 0 and 1 such that
0 6= 1 and a, b 6= 0 implies ab 6= 0.

What was the gist of number theory? Basically, it was that all numbers
can be written as a product of a smaller set of special numbers. After this,
we de�ned a notion of divisibility to see if a given special number was one of
the building blocks of a certain general number. We said in general,

a|b if ∃c : ac = b

By this de�nition, number theory is pretty boring in �elds, since any number
divides any other number in a �eld. Therefore, we took special subsets of
�elds. However, we had another problem, for example,

6 = −1× 1× 1×−2× 3× 1×−1

which is not really interesting because of the problem that ±1 | n. If we want
number theory in a new setting, we'll have to deal with these pesky numbers
which divide anything. We should give them a name.

De�nition 7.3.2. An element u of a ring R is a unit if u | r ∀r ∈ R.

Claim 7.3.3. u is a unit if and only if u|1

Proof. That u is a unit implies u|1 is clear by the de�nition. If u | 1, using
the fact that 1 | r for all r, we have u | r and therefore, if u | 1 implies u is a
unit, �nishing the proof.
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Claim 7.3.4. Take a, b ∈ R such that a, b 6= 0 where R is an integral domain.
Then, a|b and b|a implies a = ub where u is a unit.

Proof. b|a implies that there exists m such that a = mb, we will show that
m is a unit. Since b|a, there is an n such that b = nas. So, a = mna. This
implies, a−mna = 0 and therefor a(1−mn) = 0 because R is a ring.

So, we now have that a(1 − mn) = 0. But we assumed we were in an
integral domain and therefore either a = 0 or 1 −mn = 0. By assumption
a 6= 0 and therefore mn = 1. Since this implies m|1 we have that m is a
unit.

You probably remember, when back in the good old days, we de�ned irre-
ducibility De�nition (2.1.1) and prime numbers De�nition (2.0.3) over
the integers and showed the two concepts were one in the same in Theorem
(2.1.2). Let's de�ne it again in this new general setting.

De�nition 7.3.5. Irreducible An element f ∈ R is irreducible if f = ab
implies that a or b is a unit.

De�nition 7.3.6. Prime An element f ∈ R is prime if f |mn implies f |m
or f |n.

Theorem 7.3.7. In an integral domain, f prime implies f is irreducible

Proof. Take any ab such that f = ab and to the contrary, assume that neither
a or b are units. Since f is prime, we have that f |a or f |b. Since f = ab we
have a|f and b|f . Since a|f and b|f and either f |a or f |b, by Claim (7.3.4)
we have that either a or b is a unit. This implies that f is irreducible.

So, in an integral domain, if we're looking for irreducible numbers, we
should begin the search at primes. However, we'd also like to know when
the converse of Theorem (7.3.7) is true. For this, we will have to revisit
another old friend, the Euclidean Algorithm.

Remember the heart of the Euclidean Algorithm was that for any a, b
with b 6= 0, for some q and r ∈ R we could write;

a = bq + r with r < b or r = 0.

This necessitates a new condition, the existence of a < relation. For this,
we'll de�ne a function φ which maps the elements of our integral domain
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to non-negative numbers and which we are then able to compare by their
magnitude.

De�nition 7.3.8. Euclidean Ring An integral domain R is called an Eu-
clidean Ring if there exists a function φ such that for all φ : R \ {0} → Z+

and for all a, b ∈ R, there exists q, r ∈ R satisfying:

a = bq + r with φ(r) < φ(b) or r = 0.

Over the integers, the usual norm corresponded to φ, but now, we have
a way of ordering non-zero elements as well, by looking at their image under
φ and ordering them. Over the polynomials with integer coe�cients which
also are Euclidean rings, the φ function corresponds to the degree of the
polynomial.

Since we have a division algorithm, we can also translate the Euclidean
algorithm into our new setting, which gives us yet another old friend in a
new setting, the Distinguished Common Divisor.

De�nition 7.3.9. Distinguished Common Divisor For given a, b ∈ R,
b 6= 0 where R is a Euclidean Ring, we invoke the division algorithm until
the remainder is 0,

a = bq1 + r1

b = r1q2 + r2

. . .

rn−1 = rnqn + 0

Now de�ne (a, b) = rn (note that this is not necessarily unique).

Quickly consulting the de�nition of the Euclidean Algorithm, we can see
that if d|a and d|b then, d|(a, b) (since d divides two of the entries on the top
line of the algorithm above, it will divide the third as well, and the same for
the second line, and so on). In a similar fashion, (a, b)|a and (a, b)|b. Now,
let's try to �nd out how many distinguished common divisors two numbers
can have.

Theorem 7.3.10. In a Euclidean Ring, f is irreducible implies f is prime.
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Proof. Take f such that f is irreducible such that f = ab we will show that
f |a or f |b. For this, we will consider (f, a). Since (f, a)|f , we have that (f, a)
is a unit or (f, a) = uf where u is a unit.

First consider the case where (f, a) = uf . In this case, f |(f, a) and since
(f, a)|a we have f |a as desired.

The second case is when (f, a) = u. Since the distinguished common
divisor can be written as a linear combination of f and a (to convince yourself,
just repeat the proof of Theorem (1.4.1)). So, write u = ax + fy. This
implies that b = bax+ bfy ⇒ b = fx+ bfy, which in turn implies that f |b,
proving the statement.

Now we can get a nicer understanding of primes and irreducibles in a
general setting. Combining what we've learning in this chapter:

Theorem 7.3.11. In a Euclidean ring, an element is prime if and only if it
is irreducible.

Now let's see these Euclidean rings in action.

7.4 Gaussian Integers

The Gaussian Integers are de�ned as the set: G = {a+ bi : a, b ∈ Z}

The group and ring operations + and × are de�ned as usual and the set
is closed under both operations. The operations are commutative and 0 and
1 are both in the ring and therefore it is an Integral Domain. We now claim
that this is a Euclidean Ring. We de�ne the norm N (which corresponds to
the φ function in the de�nition of the Euclidean Ring) in the following way,

N(a+ bi) = (a+ bi)(a− bi) = a2 + b2

By this de�nition, notice that a number a + bi will always divide its norm
and that norm of a product is the product of the norms, or,

N(αβ) = N(α)N(β) ∀ α, β ∈ G

So, if a number u is a unit in G, it must be true that its norm divides the
norm of all other numbers. This implies that N(u) = 1. By the de�nition
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of the norm, this means that a = ±1 and b = 0 or a = 0 and b = ±1 is
necessary for u = a + bi being a unit. It's easy to see that all of these are
units since they all divide 1. Now, let's see that G is a Euclidean ring.

Theorem 7.4.1. α, β ∈ G⇒ ∃ δ, γ ∈ G such that α = βγ+δ and N(β) >
N(δ) or δ = 0.

Proof. Label α = a1 + ia2, β = b1 + ib2. Let γ = (a1 + ia2)(b1 − ib2)/(b21 +
b22) = g1 + ig2. It may now be the case that γ 6∈ G, however, we can
approximate it with γ′ ∈ G. Notice that we can always �nd z1, z2 ∈ Z such
that |g1 − z1| ≤ 1/2 and |g2 − z2| ≤ 1/2. Let γ′ = z1 + iz2 and δ = α− βγ′.
We have γ′ ∈ G and since G is closed under multiplication and subtraction
δ ∈ G. We will now show N(δ) < N(β).

δ = α− βγ′ = α− βγ − β(z1 − g1 + i(z2 − g2)) = −β(z1 − g1 + i(z2 − g2))

Where |z1 − g1| ≤ 1/2 and |z2 − g2| ≤ 1/2. It is now easy to verify that
N(δ) ≤ N(β)/2.

With this, we have that the Gaussian Integers form a Euclidean ring.
Now, let's reprove a beautiful old theorem about Pythagorean Triples.

Theorem 7.4.2. Take x, y, z ∈ Z. Then, if x, y, z > 0 form a primitive
Pythagorean Triple (x2 + y2 = z2, (x, y) = 1 and x 6≡ y(2)) implies there
exists m,n ∈ Z such that x = (m2 − n2), y = 2mn and z = (m2 + n2)

Proof. Take any primitive Pythagorean Triple a, b, c. Then,

(x+ iy)(x− iy) = z2

Now, since we have distinguished common divisors among the Gaussian
Integers, let's examine (x + iy, x− iy). Since the DCD of any two elements
will divide any linear combination of the numbers, (x + iy, x − iy)|2x and
(x + iy, x − iy)|2yi. Since (x, y) = 1, (x + iy, x − iy)|2. Since x 6= y(2), we
have (x+ iy, x− iy) = 1.

Now we can invoke our usual 'power is a product lemma', except with a
small caveat which we will address at the end. Since x + iy and x − iy are
relatively prime and their product (x + iy)(x − iy) = z2 is a square, both
factors must be squares 1. So there are p, q ∈ G such that p2 = x + iy and

1Wait until the end of the proof before believing this
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q2 = x− iy. With a little elbow grease one �nds that this implies:

(p2 + q2)/2 = x , (p2 − q2)/2i = y , p2q2 = z.

By the fact that p2 is the complex conjugate of q2 we also derive that p
is the complex conjugate of q. Therefore, letting p = m+ in and q = m− in,
m,n ∈ Z and plugging in these values in the previous equalities:

m2 − n2 = x , 2mn = y , m2 + n2 = z.

But of course, this wouldn't be a real proof from the course if we hadn't
cheated. The product is a power lemma does not directly imply the existence
of p and q but instead a pretty close statement. It implies the existence of
p, q ∈ G such that:

p2 = u1(x+ iy) , q2 = u2(x− iy)

Where u1, u2 ∈ G are both units (i.e. ui|1). However, since we assumes
x, y, z were a primitive pythagorean triple (and therefore x ∈ R and x > 0),
we have u1 = u2 = 1 as desired.


